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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The opportunity for maximum learning is the birthright of each 
child. Well-educated teachers are necessary in order that high quality 
education for all can be provided. It is important, therefore, that 
teacher education be as effective as possible. This research has been 
conducted to examine a limited segment of teacher education in home 
economics. Knowledge gained from this study may contribute to concep-
tual structure concerning learning and behavior of student teachers. 
The research instrument used in this study was Interaction Analysis, 
a method of observing and classifying verbal behavior in the classroom. 
Statement of the Problem 
This study was an investigation of the effect of teaching Inter-
action Analysis to student teachers in home economics on their verbal 
behavior in the classroom. Answers to the following questions were 
sought~ What are the verbal teaching patterns of student teachers in 
home economics who have not had instruction in Interaction Analysis? 
What are the teaching patterns of student teachers in home economics 
who have had instruction in Interaction Analysis? What are the dif-
ferences in teaching patterns between the two groups? Is there a 
relationship between teaching pattern and grade point average? Is the 
1 
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study of Interaction Analysis a useful component of teacher preparation 
in home economics? 
Significance of the Problem 
Although considerable research has been conducted which relates to 
interacti.on patterns of teachers and thei.r students other subject 
areas, research related to home economics teachers has been limited. 
A by ,Jorgenson {1968) categorized teacher influence pa.tterns 
of twelve and second-year teaehers of home economics No 
of observations using Interaction Analysis with student 
home economics were foux1d the teraturet although observations in 
othe1• subject fields such as elementary education, mathematics, English, 
foreign language, and studi.es were numerou.s. 
A number of investigators reported ng Analysis 
the preservice trai.ning of student teachers. Most res1..uts cated 
that student teachers trained 
tion of indirect influence than 
use system used a higher proper-
d those not trained us:lng the 
system. Interaction Analysis proved to be a worthwhile tool to use as 
a basis for conferences between student teachers and supervisors. 
Studies of teaching patterns of student teachers in home economics 
are needed because the paucity research in this area. 
teachers home economics may show patterns influence are 
different from the patterns o.f student teachers in other .fields. One 
reason for the possible difference :is that home economics 
will mainly be 1 to co-educati In 
addition, the undergraduate preparation of 
with its emphasis on family arid development 
of home economics, 
each i.ndi vidual 
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in the family, may influence the student teacher's teaching patterns. 
Home economics in the secondary schools, considered to be a family-
centered and pupil-centered curriculum, may further modify the stu-
dent teacher's classroom behavior patterns. Teacher education directed 
at modification of behavior may affect student teachers in home eco-
nomics differently than it affects student teachers in other areas. 
Through this study, characteristics of student teachers in home 
economics that have not been previously confirmed by objective observa-
tion may be identified. From these observations, a basis for study of 
segments of instruction of prospective teachers in home economics at 
Oklahoma State University may be obtained. 
Objectives of the Study 
The objectives of this study followed the questions of the prob-
lem. These objectives were~ 
I. to observe and categorize the verbal behavior of student 
teachers in home economics who had no instruction in Inter-
action Analysis. 
A. to determine if classroom influence of student teachers in 
home economics is observably different from classroom 
influence of student teachers in other subject areas as 
reported in previous investigations using Interaction 
Analysis. 
B. to determine if the classroom influence patterns of stu-
dent teachers in home economics are related to their 
grade point averages. 
II. to observe and categorize the verbal behavior of student 
teachers in home economics who had instruction in Interaction 
Analysis and to compare their verbal behavior with the verbal 
behavior of student teachers who had no instruction in Inter-
action Analysis. 
A. to determine if classroom influence patterns of· student 
teachers in home economics who had instruction in 
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Interaction Analysis are different from the patterns of 
those student teachers who did not have the instruction. 
B. to determine if classroom influence of student teachers of 
home economics who had instruction in Interaction Analysis 
similar to or different from classroom influence of 
student teachers in other subject areas who had been given 
instruction in Interaction Analysis and observed other 
investigators. 
c. to determine if teaching pat,terns of student teachers in 
home economics who had instruction in Interaction Analysis 
are related to their grade point averages. 
ln order to accomplish these over-all objectives it was 
1. to review findings of other investigators who 
analysis of classroom interaction so that these 
be used for comparative purf'Oses. 
2. to develop proficiency in the use Interaction Analysis. 
3. to organize a. unit of study for instruction of student teachers 
in home economics which included development of ux1derstanding 
of Interaction Analysis on the part of the student teachers. 
addition to the achievement the foregoing objectivesr was 
considered necessary to evaluate the unit through student and 
tor apprai.sals. 
Lim:i.ting Factors 
The study was limited to two samples of student teachers home 
economics at Oklahoma State University. student teachers observed 
the spring semester, 1968, had not had instruction in 
Analysis and served as the contx·ol group. 'I'he student teachers 
observed during the fa11 semester, l96S, had studied Interaction Anal-
ysis and were the experimental group. 
main limitations of the study were the the 
and the number made each of the student teachers. 
Because student teachers home economics at Oklahoma State University 
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are placed in centers quite distant from each other and from the campus, 
there was a practical limitation on the number of student teachers who 
could be observed and the number of visits that could be made by one 
investigator. It is necessary to assume that the samples of teacher 
behavior observed were characteristic of the behavior of that student 
teacher within reasonable limits of flexibilityu Earlier investigators 
support this assumption in reporting that with use of Interaction Anal-
ysis, influence patterns may be determined from a limited number of 
observations. Since t~o student teachers are assigned to each teaching 
center, it was necessary to randomly select pairs of student teachers 
rather than individual student teachers, which created some sampling 
limitation. 
Definitions of Terms 
Observational techniques have been defined by Medley and Mitzel 
(1963, p. 250) as ••those procedures which use systematic observations 
of classroom behavior to obtain rel±able and valid measurements of 
differences in the typical behaviors which occur in different class-
rooms, or in different situations in the same classroom." 
Interaction Analysis is the observational technique developed by 
Ned A. Flanders at the University of Minnesota in the 1950's. It is 
a system of recording observations of verbal interaction in the class-
room. The system has four designations in the literature: Interaction 
Analysis, Minnesota System of Interaction Analysis (MSIA), Flanders 
S~stem of Interaction Analysis, and Flanders System. The system is 
described in detail on pages40 througn 44. 
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Classroom interaction may be operationally defined as the inter-
play or give-and-take in the classroom. This study is concerned only 
with verbal interaction. 
Direct influence by a teacher is that behavior which "restricts 
the freedom of action of a student by setting· restraints or focusing 
his attention on an ideao" (Flanders, 1960, p. 12). 
Indirect influence is that teacher behavior which "increases the 
freedom of action of a student by reducing restraints or encouraging 
participation." (Flanders, 1960, po 12). 
Teaching patterns, teacher influence, and classroom influence are 
essentially synonymous, in that all refer to degrees of direct and in-
direct verbal behavior of teachers as identified by Interaction Analysis. 
Patterns may be classified in detail by examination of matrices tabu-
lated from observed data, 
Indirect/Direct (I/D) Ratio is an expression of the relationship 
between the teacher's indirect verbal behavior (Interaction Analysis 
categories 1-4 as shown in Table I, page 8) and his direct verbal be-
havior (Interaction Analysis categories 5-7 as shown in Table I, page 8). 
The relationship may be expressed as a decimal ratio or as the percent-
age of total talk represented by indirect influence. The method of 
obtaining the I/D ratio is discussed on pages.42 and 43 with infor-
mation concerning its interpretation. 
Revised Indirect/Direct (I/D) Ratio is an expression of the rela-
tionship between the teacher's indirect control statements (Interaction 
Analysis categories 1-3 as shown in Table I, page 8) and his direct 
control statements (Interaction Analysis categories 6-7 as shown in 
Table I, page 8). The relationship may be expressed as a decimal 
or as the percentage of statements in the control categories repre-
sented by in'direct control statements. '.)'he method of qbtain4,ng the 
revised I/D rat.io i.s discussed on pages 42 and 43 with infr.irmatibn 
concerning its interpretationo 
Interaction Analysis 
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Interaction Analysis is discussed in detail in Chapter III, pages 
40 ta 440 For introduction to the study, tne technique i~ briefly 
summarized hereo 
Interaction Analysis is a system· of categorizi.ng the verbal be-
havior of teachers and students in a classroom. A, trained observer 
collects data by writing down the number of one of ten categories for 
behavior that he has just observedo Observations are recorded at 
three-second intervals for a period of about twenty minutes for each 
·recording sessiono A sUIDinary of the categories used i.n the system is 
given in Table Ij page 80 
After the beh~vi.ors ha:v:e been recorded, the numbers are entered in 
sequence qn a ten by ten matri:x. By examination of the matrix a num-
ber of ,factors. car1 be dei;,ermi.neo.o Because the numbers are recorded 
sequentially, responses to verbal cues can be determinedo The matri.x 
shows the proportions of teacher and student talk, the types of teacher 
! 
ahd student talk, and the proporti.bns of direct and indi:rect influ-
ence useq. by the teacher. By further examination of the matrix, 
other observations car! be made about a teacher's verbal behavior. 
TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF CATEGORIES FOR INTERACTION ANALYSIS 
INDIRECT 
INFLUENCE 
TEACHER 
1. ACCEPTS FEELING: accepts and clarifies the 
feeling tone of the students in a nonthreaten-
ing manner. Feelings may be positive or nega-
tive. Predicting and recalling feelings are 
included. 
2. PRAISES OR ENCOURAGES: praises or encourages 
student action or behavior. Jokes that release 
tension, not at the expense of another individ-
ual, nodding head or saying "uhhuh?" or "go on" 
are included. 
3, ACCEPTS OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENT: clarifying, 
building, or developing ideas or suggestions by 
a student. As teacher brings more of his own 
ideas into play shift to category five. 
4, ASKS QUESTIONS: asking a question about con-
tent or procedure with the intent that a student 
TALK answer. 
DIRECT 
INFLUENCE 
STUDENT 
TALK 
5, LECTURES: giving facts or opinions about con-
tent or procedure;. expressing his own ideas; 
asking rhetorical questions. 
6. GIVES DIRECTIONS: directions, commands, or 
orders with which. a student is expected to com-
ply. 
7, CRITICIZES OR JUSTIFIES AUTHORITY: statements 
intended to change student behavior from non-
acceptable to acceptable pattern; bawling some-
one out; stating why the teacher is doing what 
he is doing, extreme self reference. 
8. STUDENT TALK-RESPONSE: talk by students in 
response to teacher. Teacher initiates the 
contact or solicits student statement. 
9, STUDENT TALK-INITIATION: talk by students, 
which they initiate. If "calling on" student. 
is only to indicate who may talk next,.observer 
must decide whether student wanted to talk. If 
he did, use this category. 
10. SILENCE OR CONFUSION: pauses, short periods of 
silence, and periods of confusion in which com-
munication cannot be understood by the observer. 
SOURCE: Amidon and Flanders, 1963, p. 12. 
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Procedure 
"'i'"" 
The procedure was designed to accomplish the objectives outlined 
cm pages 3 and 4o A detailed description of the procedure used in cpn-
duri!ting the researkh for this study is found in Chapter III. It may be 
summarized briefly as followsg 
During the spring semester of 1968, a selected sample of eight stu-
dent teachers iri home economics at Okl.ahoma State University who had 
not had special training in Interaction Analysis (control group) was 
observed by using Interaction Ana1ysisf and their classroom influence 
patterns were analyzedo Each student teacher was observed once duri~ 
the first three weeks and once during the last three weeks of her teach-
ing experi.enceo As much interaction as possible (up to forty minutes) 
was recorded during each vi.sito Results were recorded on matrices and 
then analyzedo Three matrices were constructed for each student 
teacher -- one for each vi.sit and a combined matri.x for the two Visits. 
The sample was selected from those high school c.enters where two 
student teachers were placed. Selection of centers was made by using a 
random number procedure as explained by Popham (1967). By selecting 
four centers, eight student teachers were avail.able for observation. 
During the fall. semester of 1968, student teachers in home eco-
nomics at Oklahoma State University were given a short program of work 
in Interaction Analysis before they went to .:high school centers for 
their student teaching experience" Ins.truction was given as part of 
·-. ~ 
the learnings in a four-week portion of the class entitled .Techniques 
and Materials in Home Economics Education. The_ students spent approxi-
mately six in-cl.ass hours lear:qing the Interaction Analysis system and 
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the theories on which it is based,. In addition, students studied and 
pr~cticed techniques of classroom communication and presented three les-
sons to the class. Ea.ch studep.t video-taped one presentation and ob-
1 
served the playbacko Other presentations were audi.o-tape.d for self-
study by the student who presented the lessono 
Interaction Analysis was studied through prepared tapes, filmstrips, 
class discussion, readings, and indi.vidual practice. Students practiced 
categorizing of statements and making matrices. Each student analyzed 
at least three lessons presented by other class members. After the 
completion of the study, students wrote bri.ef co-qrse evaluati.ons. 
A random sample of eight of the student teachers who had Inter-
action Analysis instruction (experimental group) was observed. Pro-
cedure for selection of the .sample and techni.ques of observation were 
the same for the experimental group as for :the control group. 
Classroom influence patterns of student teachers in home economics 
were compared to in±;luence patterns of student teachers in other fields 
and to inservice teachers in home economics and in other areas. To 
d.etermine if the classroom influence patterns of student teachers were 
related to their grade point .averages, data were a.11-alyzed using the 
Pearson Product Moment correlation technique. The I/D ratio, the 
revised I/D ratio, and the percentages of teacher and student talk were 
co~pared to the grade point averages earned by the student teachers 
prior to the semest·er in whi.ch they we:re to student teacJ:i.• 
Differences in teaching patterns between tl;le teachers in the con-
trol group and the teachers in the ex~eri.mental group were analyzed 
stat,istically by t tests. Incluq.ed in thi,s analysis were percent of 
11 
tallies in each category, percent of teacher talk, percent of student 
talk, I/D ratios, and revi.sed I/D ratios a 
After all data had been analyzed, conclusions and recommendations 
about the course work were made. In addition to examination of results 
of the observations of the samples, the evaluations of course worlc by 
all prospective student teachers who studied Interaction Analysis were 
considered. 
CHAP'I"ER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
It is imperative that prospective teachers be educated to teach 
their students i.n the most effecti.ve manner possible o Research directed 
toward improving teaching and the education of teachers has received 
much emphasis in the past two decadeso As Amidon and Hough (1967y po v) 
have writteng 
The·se are exciting times for those interested in study-
ing the dynamics of instruction and in applying the knowl-
edge.gained from their study·to the training of teachers and 
the improvement of instructiono Recent 'o.evelopments in tech-·. 
niques for classifi.cation and analysi.s of the .instructional 
language of the classroom have made possible research on in-
struction and innovations i.n the training and supervision of 
teachers which just a few years ago were not even considered 
by most educational researchers, teacher educators, and 
instructional leaders o ·· , 
Of the recently developed.systems for analyzing the 
instructional process, inte;raction analysis i.s tlie one that 
is currently best known and most widely usedo o o • 
The research reviewed in this chapter will be limited to those 
items related to Intera?tion Analysis and in particular those related 
to Interaction .Analysis as it applies to student teaching and to home 
economicso The chapter has therefore been divi.ded into four sectionsg 
J. 
systems for analyzing classroom behavi.ory the relationship of teacher 
influence to student achievement and attitudes 1 patterns of teacher 
influence, and the effects of instruction in Interaction Analysis on 
·the verbal behavior and attitudes of student teacherso 
12 
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Systems for Analyzing Classroom Behavior 
As early as 1914, Horn developed a recording instrument to show 
pupil participationo Another· early device was that of Wrightstone in 
1934. Wrightstone's device was very complex~ even the directions were 
difficult to comprehend ( Medley and Mitzel, 1963). Anderson began 
studying dominative and i.nteg;r'ative behavior of teachers more than three 
decades ago and published some of his observations o{ nursery and ele-
mentary school classes in 19390 Dominative behavi.or was that behavior 
which tended to decrease interplay, and integrative behavior was that 
behavior which tended to increase interplay. He developed the D-I ratiov 
or the ratio of dominative to integrative contacts. Verbal interaction 
was one dimension of his classi.fication system •. 
Withall (1949) developed an observationai technique to measure 
social-emotional climate in the classroom. Withall's system catego-
rized teacher statements into seven groups which are considered learner-
centered (related to indirect.i.nfluence) or teacher-cent~red (related 
to direct influence). 'I'he instrument was not designed for direct obser-
vation in the classroom. Instead, statements are coded from typewri:t"'."•' 
ten transcripts of tape recordings. Modifications of this systeqi have 
sine~ been used for "live" recording. 
! 
I 
Bellack and associates developed a· system of categorizing teacher 
• I 
statements as structuringj solici.ting, responding, or reac~ing. Per-
kins designed a procedure for measuring student behavior, learning 
activity, and teacher behavior as related to achievement (Waetjen, 1966). 
An observational.te9hnique originated'by C~gan (1956) was desfgned 
to investigate the relationship of specific t~acher behaviors as they 
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are related to the work of the pupils a '.Phis system analyzes teacher 
behavior by observation~ while pupil work response is determined by a 
special attitude inventorya 
' ' 
The Observational Schedule Record (OScAR) System developed by 
Medley and Mitzel (1958) has been frequently used in research", It is 
partially ba~ed on Wi thall. 1 s technique and was designed as a method of 
both observing and evaluatinga It is a somewhat complex syst~m which 
has been found to be reliable for measuring social-emotional. climate in 
the classroom, the amount of emphasis on verbal learniri,,g 1. and the de-
gree to which social structure is teacher-centered. 
The Interaction Analysis system has been used with increasing fre-
' quency for categorizing classroom beh.avior. It was developed by 
Flanders in the late 1950'sa As Interaction Analysis is the basic sys-
' 
tern used in thi.s research, it is described in detail on pages 7 and 
8 and 40 through 44 a 
Amidon and Flanders (1963) have reported that Interaction Ana1.ysis 
was designed as a feedback system i.n which the .teacher can· see his own 
classroom behavi.or" Its main premise is that verbal behavior is an 
indicator of toti:ll classroom behavior a 
Availabili.ty of Interaction Analysis data gives a teacher inform-
ation about the way he actually teaches, not just the way he thinks he 
teachesa According to Ober (1967, pa 12) 
i 
' 
a two inherent featµres of interacti.on analysis -- an 
articulated system of cognitive organizers and a means for 
obtaining reliable data_..;, assist the·classrpom teacher in 
performing at least six necessary operations that are of 
utmost importance to effective teaching a These six opera.-
ti.ans are g 1 o Identify and separate the contributing ele-
ments that constitute a gi.ven teaching-learning situation. 
2o Conceptualize the relationj:ihips between these interacting 
elementsa J .. Select and plan instructional strategies that 
will faci.li.taternaximum student learning in-a variety of . 
. teaching-learning. s;i.t uations o . 4 o Develop an:d sharpen suit-
able skills in order to transformthe selected instructional 
strategies into practice i.n the classroomo 5o Acquire reli-
able .and meaningful data which can subsequently be analyzed 
to provi.de feedback concerning the quality of the teaching 
performance. 60 Improve future teachi.ng performance by 
means of suitable mocli.f:i.cation and revisiono 
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Interaction Analysis has ;gained wide acceptance as a research toolo 
Amidon (1966, po 96) has writteny "Interaction Analysis makes i.ts major 
I 
contribution in that it does bridge the gap between theory and prac-
tice o" In reviewing' a number of analysis systems j Medley and Mi.tzel 
(1963, po 271) called Interaction Ana1.ysis 11the most sophisticated tech-
nique for observing climate thus f'ar-·o '.' They reported the coeff'ici.ent 
of observer agreement to be high, consistently greater th.gn .85o 
Interaction Analysis meets all of the criteria that Medley and 
Mitzel (1963) have considered desirable for an observation tool.g 
(1) Observation should be made as soon as possible ai~ter the incident 
oc9urso (2) The observer should not have to rate behavi.or qu.u.ita-
tively, only quanti.tatively. (3) The scale should measure what it 
sets out to measureo 
One of the most important ad1r.antages, of Interaction An.alysis as -q 
research tool is t,he ava.ilabili.ty of materials for training observers. 
Tapes, vi:sual.s, and manuals ha.ve been prepared for this purposeo An-
other major advantage of the system is the wide availabil,ity of rErsults 
I 
from numerous studies o' '.I'hese results can be used to compare teacher 
behavi.or in an on-going research study with the behavi.or of teachers · 
as observed in other stucli.esj givi.ng a common reference so that objec-
tive comparisons can be madea 
I 
The major disadvantage of Interaction Analysis appears to be that 
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some of the categories a.re not discrete enougho For'instance, student-
initiated talk could be of many typ~s, but there is only. one categoryo 
Several recent observation systems haye been developed which 
expand the number of categories in order to more accurately describe 
teacher and student talko F'our of these are the Verbal Interaction 
Category System ( Ami.don and Hunter j 1966) j the Reciprocal Category Sys·-
tem developed by Ober and others (1968), the Observational System for 
Instructional Analysis (Hough 1 196?L and a system with up to twenty-
four categories :reported by Amidon and Hunter (1967)0 Some categories 
of these systems can be compared to Interad.d.on Anal.ysis resul.ts for 
research purposesa Because of the increased numbers of categories, 
problems of observer training ~d r.eliabi.lity are more complex than 
I 
with Interaction Analysiso 
The methods discussed herein are only a sample of those that have 
been developed to analyze classroom behavior" Undoubt,edly, in the near 
'future, more observational techniques wi.11 be devised and those in 
current use wi.lL be revi.sedu 
The R.elationshi.p of 'I'eacher Influence 'to 
Student Achievement and Attitudes 
. ;_~ . ·-· .. -. 
Student learning requires more than just presentation of materiaL 
Classroom climate and interaction have been shown to be related to stu-
dent achievement and at.titudeso The studies reviewed in this section 
are only some of those that have demonstrated this relationshi,po 
The Relationship of 'I'eacher Influence to Student Achi.evement 
Flanders (1960) conducted research to determine the relationship 
. I 
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of teacher influence patterns to. student achievement and attitudes in 
junior high sch9ol geometry and social studies classes, both.regular 
an.d experimental. By considerable testing, teachers were classified 
as direct, indirect, or average in influence. Indirect teachers were 
found to be more attentiye to student ideas and made greater use of 
these ideas than did direct teacherso Direct teachers gave mor~ direc-
tions than indi.rect teachers and students resisted these dir:ections more 
often. When learning goal.s were not clear, clirect influence increased 
student dependence upon the teachero. Direct influence did not affect 
dependence after goals were clarifiedo 
Indirect influence patterns, on the whole, were responsible for 
more achievement than direct influence, regardless of student abilityo 
There was no evidence that ability makes any difference in the stu-
dent's response to teacher influence pat terns. Resul.ts of influence 
patterns did not vary by subject areas (Flanders,. 1960). 
The dependence of the student.on the teacher did not change th~ 
effects of teacher influence on learningo A dependent student was 
defined as a student whose primary concern is to please the teacher. 
Dependent students, independent students, and students average in de-
pendence all showed greater learning with indirect than with direct 
teachers (Flanders, 1960)0 
Students who achieved the most in the Flanders' (1960) study were 
in classes exposed to flexible influenc.e patterns. Indirect teachers 
were able to be th~ most fle:xi.bleo 'I'hey tended to be most indirect 
when setting goals. and p].;anning, and · then were able to shift to direct-
ness after goals were clearo 
Amidon and Flanders (1961) organized eighth-grade geometry classes 
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in which teachers controlled their verbal behavior i.n order to be direct 
or indirecto Students who were classified according to tests as being 
dependent·-prone were selected for speciaL observationo These dependent-
prone students learned more wi.th indi.rect teacher influence than. direct 
teacher influenceo Indi.rect teachers uti.lized fewer di.rectionsj less 
criticism, less lecturing, and more prai.se than di.rect teachers" In-
di.rect teachers asked more questi,ons to increase students I verbal par-" 
ticipation t,han di.rect teachers asked" 
Spar (1965) irnresti.gated the relationship of. teachi.ng patterns to 
the development of :reading skills and vocabulary by elementary pupilso 
The revised I/D ratio was used as a basis for determi.ning di.rectness or 
indi.rectness of cop.trol by the teacher o. Hostile teacher and student 
behaviors were also recordedo In vocabul.ary growth,· indirect teaching 
produced greater learning than d1d direct teaching~ and the growth was 
most pronounced in the classrooms t,n which indi.rect teaching was com-
bined with low hosti.lityo In reading, indirect teaching also produced 
greater growth than direct teaching, bqt emotional climate as measured 
by hostile behavior was not re.lated to reading growtho ,Soar (1967L 
in another study of el.ementary classrooms 9 found that there may be a· 
level of criticism whi.ch is too low for optimal growth in subject mat~ 
ter learning" He did not speci.fy what he believes this level to beo 
Nelson (1966) studi.ed teacp.i.ng st-y:;t.e of primary·-grade teachers in 
language artso She found that pupils of teachers whose style was con-
sidered to be indirect produced writ, ten work superior in both qua1i ty 
and quantity to work of pupi.ls of teachers whose style was di.recto 
LaShier and Westmeyer (1967) investi.gated the relationship of 
verbal patterns of ten student teachers and their 239 eighth-grade 
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students in science classes. Median student achievement gain was sig-
nificantly higher in classes of student teachers considered to be in-
direct than in classes of-student teachers considered to be direct. 
Using Interaction Analysis with category subscripts, Johns (1968) 
investigated the types of teacher and student statements in relation to 
' 
verbal behavior patterns in p~ired high school English classes. ·Teach-
ers were considered direct or indirect according. to their revised I/D 
ratios. There was a significantly greater incidence of thought-pro-
voking questions by students of the indirect group of teachers when com-
pared to questions by students of the -cjirect group of teachers. In 
I 
addition, there was a signific.antly greater. use. of both thought-provok-
ing questions and thought-provoking-statements by the indirect group of 
teachers than by the direct group of teachers. 
Weber (1968), i.n studying influence of teaching patterns during 
the first four years of school1, found that verbal creat~ ve pot~ntial 
was enhanced to a greater degree under the influence-of.1nd.irect than 
_direct teaching.' Figural creativity was greatest with consistent pat-
terns of teaching (all direct or all indirect) during the four years. 
Weber concluded that indirect teaching behaviors-facilitate both ver-
bal and'figural creativity because both of these means of expression 
are open to .the pupils. Another conclusion by Weber (1968, p. 15) was: 
-.On the other _haµd, it· seems that direct teaching (and 
then only when it is consistent,;from year to year)i permits 
only figural expressions of_the pup~}s' creative potential 
because this is tlle. o~y outlet open since verbal expressions 
are generally controlietl by the :teacher's .direct, behav;io:r:-s • 
. : : ' . 1. : 
Soar (l967) also found that with elementary classes~-the higher 
the level of indirect teaching, the gr'3ater the growth in creativity. 
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No studies were found which related creati.vi ty ·to Interaction Analysi.s 
data recqrded in secondary school classrooms. 
. , 
The Relationship of Teacher Influence to Student Attitudes 
In Flanders' (1960) study, students in those junior high school 
classrooms in which indirect teaching predominated were found to have 
more positive attitudes toward the teacher, the class activities, and 
i;,he material being studi.ed than students in the classrooms in wh)i.ch 
direct te'achi.ng predominatedo Students of high school English teach~rs 
who were classified by J"ohns ( 1968) as having highly indirect revi.sed 
I/,D ratios had significantly more positive attitude~ on the Minnesota 
Student Attitude Inventory than students of teachers with direct revised 
I/D ratios" 
In eighth-graie biology classes, pupils of student teachers who 
u.sed indirect influence patterns had more positiv-e attitudes toward the 
teacher and their sc:tiool work than pupils in classes of student teachers 
who used direct influence patterns (LaShi.er and Westmeyer, 1968)0 Atti-
tudes of the biology students were measured by the Michigan Student 
Questionnaireo Withal.l (19.49) found that pupils had generally positive 
reactions during those portions of a class session that were learner-! 
centered and generally negati v:e reactions during teacher-centered 
cla:sseso 
In a study of more than 900 eighth-grade students, Cogan (1956) 
found that studer;i.t attitudes toward :teacher tnfluence patterns were 
reflected in their output of school work. Some evidence indicated that 
pupils:' perceptions of teacher behavior as bei.ng preclusive (related to 
\ 
direct influe;rice) were negatively raLated to pupils ' accomplishments o1 
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There was strong evidence that p~pils' perceptions of teacher behavior 
as being inclusive (related to indirect influence) were positively re-
1 
lated to pupils' work. Cogan further demonstrated that inclus~veness 
was the main factor in pupils' doing both required and self-initiated 
tasks. 
Domer (1968) found that as teachers increased use of student i~eas 
(category three), second-grade students increased their self-initiated 
verbal participation by a significant amol_lllt. 1here was the same effect 
when increase in use of category three was relatively small as when 
the increase was large. Student initiation did not appear to relate to 
the amount of teacher praise. 
Theoretical Explanation of the· Relationship_ 
Research ci~ed in the foregoing sections has empirically shown 
that relations~ exist between patterns of teacher influence and the 
achievement and attitudes of students. On the whole, those teacher 
influence patterns that were indi~ect produced,greater student achieve-
ment and more positive student attitudes than t:ti'ose influence patterns 
which were direct. Several educat9rs have attempted to explain this 
relationship. 
According to Amidon (1966, p. 96) ,, the basis for reviewing teacher 
behavior in relation to l€arner behavior is so1µ1d in that: 
(1) Apparently there are certain identifiable- teacher 
behaviors that inhibit and others th.at enhance pupil learn-
ing •••• (2) Patterns of teaching can be described objec-
tively -an4 then related to pupil outcomes •••• (3) There 
~a~e.T-te·.,·be ce:r-ta1.:n-behavi-ors that characterize good teachers 
(in terms of pupil achievement) regardless of the subject 
matter being taught •••• 
Wi thall (1-949, p. 34 7} ha:s wri ttem 
It is po-st:iaia.ted that learning ( cha.r.iges in behavio'r) 
i.s most likely to occur -when eKperiences ·are both~ (1) ~ 
,ingfulto __ the _learner~ that i.s·, ;are per-cei:Ved ·by -the I.earner 
as perti.nent · to his needs and p1.1rposies, are cohsistent.- with 
his personality organization, and are associated with·se+f-
di.re~tive behavior; and (2) --~ i.n .§.-. ~..,.threa.tening sit-
uat:Lon, that·i.s, the learner is free from .a sense of per-
. sonal threat I i:nteracts with othe;rs i.n; a whole.some I soc,ial 
· mili.eu,. and i.s helped to eval.uate himself· on the bas1s of 
objective. criteria.a 
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· Resea.rch _by Epperson (1963) .may help to explain why teacher indir-
ectness res-ults ln increased learning" The categori.es relating to indi.r-· 
ect teacher behavior, i. e o , teacher acceptance of stucie~t emotio~s and 
ideas, praise, . and questioning are related to i.nclusion of pupils into 
the class and opposed to exclusion of' pupilso Epperson studied aspects 
of alienation with over 700 pupils, grades three through twelve in 
twenty-sev~n classrootns o Epperson' s' data i.ndi.cated that teacher exclu-· 
sion, as measured i.n this study, was significantly related to students' 
feelings of isolation from the teacher_, while exclusion from peers was 
not similarly relatedo Epperson theorized that this difference in 
perception of excl-q.si.on may arise because teacher exclusion is more 
vi.sible i.n the classroom than peer exclusion and thus more likely to be 
important in school, or that pupil-teacher relationships may be exag-
gerated more than pupiL-peer relationships i.n the isolation aspect of 
ali.enati.ono 
Thi~ feeling of isolation on the part of the student was related 
to low actualization (academi:c performance compared to measured ability) 
in the Epperson studyo Isolation from both teacher and peers was most 
highly correlated .of any factor tio low actualizati.ono High isolation 
from the tea'cher showed the next highest cor::relationo High isolation 
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from peers, however, was slightly related to hi.gh, rather than low 
actualization. Epperson suggests that the reason that high i.'solation 
from the teacher ls related to low a.ctual.i.zation is tha.t the student i.s 
expending psychoi.ogical energy t'o deal with th.is classroom condition, 
energy which might otherwise be spent on academic effortso 
Amidon and Flanders (1961, pa 290) suggest similar reasons why 
dependent-prone students in thei.r research learned less well with direct 
th.art with i.ndi.rec,t teachingo 
o • • As the· t·eaeher becomes more di.rective, this type of 
student finds increased satisf.action in more ·compliance, often 
with less ,ur:1der,st-a.ncli.ng of'. the·,problem-solving steps carried 
out" Only when he- i·s f.r.ee· to expre·ss his doubts, to ask ques·-
ti,ons ·and gain rea·ssurance; does- his under-standing keep· pace 
with his compliance· to the authority fi.gure. Lacking this 
,opportunity, compliance alone ma.y become a satisfactory goal 
and cont(:;:nt· understanding may be ·s-q;bordinated to th~ proce$s 
of adjmrtrinig to teacher di.recti.ves. " • • · 
Indirect and direct patterns of teacher influence may 'be related 
to what i.s called instructional press" Siegel and Siegel (1967, po 285) 
describe i.nstructi.onal press as generating ''predicti.ons about the im-
pact upon students as a group of specific aspect"' of instructional 
management." They say that i.n extrinsic instructional press, perform-
a nee is dependent, in high degree Y on i.nstrU:ctor-env:i:rorunental con.di-
ti.on.so Intrinsic instructional press i.s dependent upo:q learner vari.-
ables.. Siegel and Siegel (1967, p. 2-86) have· written t,hat 
•• extrinsic. instructional. press sensitizes students to 
the potentially puni.ti ve and threatening \ that is, inhibiting) 
aspects of the instructional environment; an intrinsic in-
structional press sensitizes students to the potential.ly sup-
porti.ve ( that is,, facilitating} aspects of the inst:r·uctional 
environment · 
Indirect teacher influence may be assumed to form the supportive envi-
rorunent described by the Siegels. 
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Soar (1967, p., 9) believes that complex and abstract learru.n_g must 
of necessity be "inner.-directed" rather than "teacher-directed"'·' 
Res_ults of his studies i.n elementary classrooms suggest 
that the most effective learnir.1g_depends upon the ten-
sion tha.t the child feels, the emotional climate, and the 
teacher control present in the classroom, and that the opti-
mum of each of these wi.11.differ,with the abstractness.of the 
learning . task~ · . 
Bruner {1966) b.as set up a,number of interrelated theoretical 
constructs regarding instruction" Acceptance fits into what he calls 
11predi.spositions to learningo ii In ,order that a student may explore 
among alternatives so that he may learn? Bruner stresses that risks, 
accompanying exploration must be mi.nimizedo The teacher must be sure 
that exploration is not accompanied by loss of fa.ce 1 ridicule, et cet-
erao Bruner (1966 1 p. 199) writes, 11Learning something with the aid of 
an, instructor should, if instruction is effective, be less dangerous 
than learning on one's OWilo 11 
Blackham (1967) has considered teacher acceptance of students in 
regard to, both maladaptive behavior and the student 1 s mental health.a 
He states, "A child tends to move in the cli.rec,tion of more healthy ad·-
just~ent when he. i.s permitted the ·oppor·tunity to express his feelings 
. . 
and concerns wi.thout censure or disapprovaL n (Blackham~ 196'7, p. 85). 
Bla.ckham points to the necessity of a child I s experiencing an v~accept-
ing, predi.ctable, and safe relationship wi.th a helt:ing person" in order 
for the child to modify his behavior· ,, If this relationship occurs with 
the teacherj then the child may learn to trust the. teacher 1 to identify 
with the teacher's goals and values, and be free·to allow his potential 
to developo 
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Patterns of Teac~{?r Influel'.,lce 
I 
In order to i.dentify characteri.stic patterns of teacher influence I 
findi.ngs of selected research studies are briefly reVJ..ewed in thi.s 
section Only those aepects of teacher influence patterns whi.ch are 
directly appli.cable to observations of the currE:lnt study are summari.zedo 
Influence Patterns of Teachers Not.J..p Hom~Economics 
' Flanders :1961) found a consistent basi.s for what he calls the 
nU.e of two-thirds o In an average class~ two·~thi.rds of the time some·-
one is ta.lki.ng, two-thirds of the time the person talki.ng i.s the 
teacher, and two-thi.rds of the time the :teacher tal.ks he 'Wi.11 be usi.ng 
di.re ct i:nfluence -·-· gi.vi.ng hi.s own opi.ni.ons i lecturing, giving direc-· 
tions 9 or cri.ticiz;i.ng student so In classrooms of teachers whom Flanders 
considers to be superior fl someone is talki.ng a similar two-thi.rds of the 
time, but the teacher uses only 50 to 60 percent of the talking time, 
and the teacher i.s usi.ng d.i.rect influenc;;e only about 40 percent of the 
time that he talkso 
Intera~tion patterns observed in a. number of thei.r research studi.es 
have been reportecJ by Ami.don and Flanders (1967) and the composite of 
use of ea~h category has been summarized i.n Table U" According to 
the authors j exami.nati.ons of research have indicated no major differ-
ences i.n i.nteraction patterns among elementary, juni.or high school I and 
senior hi.gh school teachers accordi.ng to level of teaching 
Fl.anders , 1964) listed a number of character:isticsi which separated 
those teachers consi.dered to be direct from those teachers considered 
to be indi.rect o The most i.ndirect teachers were more alert to and made 
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greater use of student ideas and· asked longer more extended questi.ons 
. ' '. 
than the most direct teachers. :qi.rect teachers had more di.scipline 
problems and i.nterrupted directi.on-giving i.n order to criticize students 
three times as often as i.ndirect teacherso Students tended to resist 
the di.recti.ons made by direct teachers. Ami.don and Flanders (1967) re- 1 
ported that i.ndirect teachers were able to use social skills of commu-
nication more effectively than direct teachers. Direct teachers were 
not able to shift style -as easily as indi.rect teacherso 
Category* 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE II 
COMPOSITE OF' USE OF CATEGORIES OF INTERACTION 
ANALYSIS REPORTED BY AMIDON.AND FLANDERS 
.... 
Average of Dfrect In.di.re ct 
Teachers Teachers Teachers 
under 0.5% under Q.1% 0.5% 
2 % 2 ·% 2 % 
2-9 % 2 ·% 9 % 
8-15 i ,·-·, .. 8 % 11 % 25-50 Li.ttle Difference 4-8 8 % 4 % 
3-4 % ,5 % ' under 1 % 
16 % Li.tt,le Dif'.ference 
8 % Little Di.fference 
33 % J).1ore for direct than indirect 
,*'Gategories 1, 2, 3,· and ·4"are indirect teacher taik. Categories 
5, 6, and 7 are di.r13ct teacher talk. Categories' 8 and 9 are student 
talk. Categ0rylO.is si.lence and confusion. 
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Flanders (1964) reported that the .revised I/D ratios of the most . 
di.rect teacher~ were between OoOl and 2o0 with most below Oo4o Those 
teachers who were considered most indi.rect in over..;...a11 measure had re_;, 
vised I/D ratios of between OoOl and lELO indicating greater flexi.btl-: 
ity of i.ndi.rect than direct teacherso As a norm for his study, F'landers 
(1960) considered teachers with over-all revi.s!ed I/D ratios of L37 and 
above to be indirect. 
Furst and Amidon (1967) made 160 observations of elementary class-
rooms during 1962" They found that I/D ratios varied between LO and 
L4 in grades one and two to between 0.60 and LO in grades five and 
sixo 'I'eacher talk averages represented from 45 to 52 percent of total 
interaction, student talk averages from 27 to 39 percentj and category 
ten(silence or confusion) averages from 15 to 25 percent of the timeo 
The teachers considered t0 be ,.direct in Johns i (196S) study of 
English classeS had a mean revised I/D ratio of 00342 ,compared to 4.341. 
for those considered indirecto La.Shi.er and Westm~yer (1967) studi.ed 
. ' 
interacti.on patterns of ten student teachers who were teaching eighth-
grade biological. science. I/D rati.os ranged from 0.223 to 0.903 witb a 
mean of O. 5450 R.evi.sed I/D ratios were from O a}60 to 20:40 wi.th L076 
bei:qg the mean. 
> 
Pfeiffer (1967) studi.ed five eleventh-grade English teachers' 
classesq Verbal interaction was not di.fferent i.n classes of diffe:rent 
abi.li tw levels taught by th.e · same teacher o F'our of the five teachers 
used more than one-hal.f of the time in teacher talka Students tended 
to ini.tiate talk more frequently when teachers followed student talk 
with inci:i,rect inf'luence a 
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Influence Patterns of Home Economics Teachers 
Only two studies were found which. reported p9,tterns of influence· 
of te.chers in home economics. Jorgenson (1968), usi.ng Interaction 
, I 
Analysis, observed the classroom behavior of six first-year and six 
second-year teach~rs in high scho_ol vocational home economics classeso 
When compared with averages for-teachers in other subject areas, the 
first..:.year home economics teachers were within the average range in 
acceptance and use of student ideasf in amount of questioning, and in 
lecture. They were lower than average i.n other categories of teacher 
talk.· Jorgenson reported that the second..:.year teachers w~re. 'average in 
amount of questioning and criticism, and lower than average in accepting 
feeling, praise, accepting and using student ideas, and in direction- , 
giving. They:used more than an average amount of lecture. Mean values 
for each.category, teacher talk, student talk, I/D ratiosy and revised 
.. : .... \. 
I/~. ratios are given i.n Table III.·_ 
Jorgenson ( 1968) concluded: that · the ifirst and second-year tea.chers 
. . 
whom she observed showed weakness ip accepting and. using 'student ideas. 
! 
' They tended to have a higp amount of lecture and a rather low percentage 
of student talk. 1' The teachers' compared .-favor:ably :with superior teachers 
in using a low amount, of di.rection-gi.ving. 
Kalbflei.sah (1967) studied classroom interaction patterns of home 
'.: t I 
. ' . 
economics classes·usi.ng the Verbal Interaction Category System (see 
explanation on page 16). Some of the data obtained by using this sys-
tem can be compared to Interaction· Analysis data~ Kalbfleisch analyzed 
t~pe recordi.ngs: of laboratory and discussion classes. taught by experi-
. enced teachers and PY student teachers. She found that there was li.ttie 
TABLE III 
MEAN INTERACTIOW" ANALYSIS VALUES FOR FIRST AND SECOND-Y.EAR 
HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS AS REPORTI:D BY JORGENSON 
... A~pects 
.. of' verbal 
Behavior*· 
· F'i.rst-Y:ear 
Teachers 
Second-Year 
Teachers 
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········· ···--·······----------------......... --------------
. , . . " . . .. ~-' .. .. . . ·~ -
. . Cat,egory 1 
.. Category 2 
Category 3 
Category 4 
Category 5 
Category 6 
Category 7 
Category 8 
Category9 
Category 10 
Teacher Talk 
Student Talk 
I/D Ratio 
Revised I/D Ratio 
•• 
..... ; .... ,:iii,.::' . 
Oo05zo 
0~43%. 
4026%' 
8o2CJ/,_ 
41-~. 
LOv70 
Oa7C!/o 
23000% 
16oOC/fo 
·5.66% 
56000% 
39.oo% 
.288 
l.068· 
0.13% 
0.13% 
LOO% 
6060% 
51.00% 
Oo41% 
1.30% 
20040% 
13.9(Jf/o 
4033% 
61.37% 
34030% 
ol57 
1.17' 
*Categories 1, 2, 3, qnd;4 are indirect teacher talko Categories 
5, 6, and 7 are direct "teacher talko Categories 8 and 9 are student 
talko Category 10 is silence and confusion. 
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difference in teaching pattern between the student teachers and the 
experie~dteachers~ Teacher talk accounted for over 60 percent of the 
class time; student talk constituted a little less than 20 percent and 
silence or confusion about 10 percento Teachers gave information or 
opinion 28o4 percent of the total time (compa~able to Interaction Anal-
ysis category.five)' and gave directions 10~ 5 pe.rcent of the time ( com-
parable to Interaction Analysis category six). Teacher accepting state-
ments occurred seven times as often as rejecti,ng statements. Teacher 
questioning ( comparable to Interaction Analysis. category four) repre- ' 
sented about 12 percent of interaction ti.me, and accepting feeling (com-
parable to Interaction Analysis category one) represented Oo.56 percent 
of the time. These averages included. all,teachers regardless of expe-
rience'and, included both laboratory and discussion classes. 
Teacher Influence Patterns in Relation to Outside Evaluations 
It is worthwhile to consider the relationship of Interaction Analy-
sis data to other evaluations of teacher behavior. Amidon and Giammateo 
(1967) conducted a stuey,of 153 elementary teachers to determine if 
there wer·e patterns of verbal behavi;or characteristic of those teach-
ers considered superi.or·by their administrators and supervisorso 
Thirty:....three teachers considered to be superior were compared to 120 
teachers chosen at random from the same districts. 
Results·of the study indicated that teachers cons:i.dered to be 
·superior encouraged student participation by using rpore acceptance of 
! . 
student ideas and emotions and more encouragement of'.student ideas than 
the average teachers. The superior teachers talked 40 percent of the 
total class time and their students talked 52 percent of the. timeo The 
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average teachers talked 52 percent of the time while their students 
talked 40 percent of the time. Superi4'.)r teQ.chers used more indirect 
verbal behavior wi.th correspondi.ngly less direction-giving, less criti-
cism, and less dominant behavior than the average group. 
Using the sixteen-category modifi.cati.on Q;f Interaction Analysis, 
the Observational System for the Analysis of Clq.ssroom Instruction 
(see explanation on page 16), Pankratz (1967) compared two groups of 
twelfth-grade physics teacherso The groups were considered high or low 
accordi.ng to ratings by the parti~ipating teachers' principals and 
student1:1, and the responses of the teachers to the Teaching Situation 
Reaction Test. 
Pank:ratz's results indicated that the teachers in the high group 
used significantly more praise wi.th fewer commands and less critic,Lsm 
than the teachers in the low group. There was signi.ficantly less con-
fusion and irrelevant behavi.or in the classrooms of the high than the 
low group of teachers. The mean revised I/D rati.o of the high group 
was 6.25 while the mean revised I/D ratio of the low group was 0.78, 
the difference being si.gni.ficant at the .01 level. Lecturi.hg repre-
sented about 50 percent of the tallies for both groups. 
Teaching Patterns of Student Teachers Related to Grade.Point Averages 
Only one report that compared the verbal bel;lavior of student teach-· 
ers to their academic performance in college was found in the li.tera-
ture. R.esults of a study by Wilk and Edson (1963) indicated that a 
high sophomore grade point average was signifi.cantly related to in-
direct teaching patterns of student teachers in elementary schools. 
The authors theorized that good command of subject matter enabled the 
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student teachers with high grade poi.nt averages to be comfortable in 
the· classroom • 
The Effects of Instruction in Interaction Analysis on the 
Verbal Behavior and Attit'Udes of Student Teachers 
In order for prospective teachers to learn what he calls "critical 
behaviors", Flanders (1967a, p. 373) conside!'s that teacher education 
' 
must invo'1.ve the followi.ng factors g 
a) It ·will be· necessary to conceptuaiize behavior patterns 
_and classroom learning situations. b) It will be necessary 
to develop tools for- gathering reliable i.nf ormatio:h about 
behe.¥i0r~ a:nd situations. c) The l;lhderstand.ing of these tools 
and concepts will require practi:e-e,,ooder conditions which 
help th,e prospective teachers transfqrm knowledge into their 
own -spontaneou$behavior. d) Valid pr:i..nci.ples to guide crit-
;i.Gal decisioI'l.s c.an be discovered once concepts and tools are 
at hand. 'Tieacher education, in part (or in whole) 1 consists 
of creating-,situations in which educati.on students can dis-
cover these principles. 
Study of Interacti.cn Analysis gives preservice teachers a means 
of working towarp. the achievement of these behaviors. Results of 
research concerning the teaching of Interaction Analysis to student 
teachers will be reviewed in this section. 
Effects of Instruction in Interaction. Aria.lysis 
on the Verbal. Behavior. qf Student Teachers 
A ·study si.mi.lar to the subject of this research wa's conducted by 
Kirk (1964,. 1967) with student _teachers teaching social studies in the 
intermediate grades of elementary schoo:i,s. He obse;rved a controi group 
ot student teachers who had no training in. Interaction Analysis and an 
experimental group of student teachers who were given. instruction in 
Interaction Analysis in seminars conducted during the student teaching 
3.3 
experience 0 In addi.tion, Intera.ction Analysis was used by the college 
supervisor as a tool in supervision of the experimental group" 
Statistically significant findings in the study by Kirk which 
related to the problem under investigation were~ When compared to 
student teachers wi.th conventional instruction (control group) i student 
teachers who had instruction in Interaction Analysis ·(experimental 
group) talked less, had more indirect teaching pat.terns, used less 
direct influence (categories five, six, and seven)j and gave fewer 
directions o Pupi.1s of student: teachers in the experimental group talked 
more (categories eight and nine combined) and used more self-initiated 
talk than pupils of student teachers in the control groupo Areas rele-
vant to this research in which differences between the control group 
and the e.xiperimental group were not significant were in amourrc of lecture, 
use of criticism, and use of indirect influence (categories one, two, 
and three). 
In research reported by Furst (1967), student teachers in second-
ary education who had studied Interaction Analysis used significantly 
more accepting behavi.ors and fewer rejecting behaviors than student 
teachers conventionally trainedo There was more student talk in the 
classes of the Interaction Analysis\rained groupo Whether student 
teachers were trained in Interaction Analysis before or during student 
teaching made no significant di.fference in verbal behavi.oro Student 
teachers trained in Interaction Analysis were more aware of their be-
havior than student teachers without the instructiono 
Lohman, Ober, and Hough (1967) obtained similar results when they 
observed student teachet-s four to twelve ·'months after Interaction Anal-
ysis trainingo Significant differences were that student teachers. 
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trained in Interacti.on Analysis used more indirect statements, used 
£'.ewer direct statements, di.d less lecturing, gave fewer directions, used 
more acceptance and clarification of student ideas, and had more student 
participation than student teachers without the training. The mean over-
all I/D ratio of the group with instruction in Interaction Analysis was 
significantly more indirect than the mean over-all I/D ra.tio of the 
group not trained in Interaction Analysis. 
In a ::,tudy which extended over four semesters, Amidon (196S) found 
that student teachers who had been taught Interaction Analysis were more 
indirect than those who were taught a course i.n learning theory instead. 
As part of the same study, Simon et al,(1966), reported that student 
teachers who had studied Interaction Analysis had teaching patterns 
which were significantly more indirect, as evidenced by higher I/D 
and revised I/D ratios, than student teachers without the instructiono 
There was a tendency for the pupils of student teachers trained in In-
teraction Analysis to use more self-initiated talk than pupils of stu-
dent teachers not trained in Interaction Analysiso An additional com-
parison with other student teachers showed that student teachers who 
were trained in Interaction Analysis tended to be more accepting, less 
critical, and le~s dirJctive, yet have less silence and contusion in 
their classroomso 
Moskowitz (1967a) studied interaction in the classes of student 
teachers in foreign languages before and after they learned Interaction 
Analy'siso After instruction in Interaction Analysis, influence pat-
terns of the student teachers were more indirect, as evi,denced by I/D 
and revised I/D ratios, than they were before the instructiono 
Moskowitz (196S) al.so compared groups of foreign language student 
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teachers trained and not trained in Interaction Analysiso The trained 
group used a wider variety of teaching behaviors including more· indirect 
behaviors than the untrained groupo 
Another factor to be considered when evaluating results of 
instructing student teachers in Interaction Analysis is the influence 
of the cooperating teacher's teaching style on the student teacher's 
teaching styleo Moskowitz (1967b) compared four groups of cooperating 
teachers and their student teacherso The four groups, classified 
according to Interaction Analysis training were i Io trai.ned cooperat-
ing teachers with trained ijtudent -teachers, IL untrai.ned cooperati.ng 
teachers with trained student teachers, IIL trained cooperating 
teachers with untrained student teachers, and IV. untrained cooperat-
ing teachers with untrained student teacherso 
Both cooperating teachers and student teachers in Group I used 
significantly more indirect influence than those in Group IVo In both 
of these groups, student teachers tended to develop teaching patterns 
I 
similar to thei.r cooperating teachers. In Group II the teaching pat-
terns of the trained student teachers were significantly more indirect 
than the patterns of their cooperating teachers, indicating that the 
student teachers refused to emulate their more direct cooperating teach-
ers. There were no significant differences between teaching patterns 
of the up,trained student teachers and the trained cooperating teachers 
of Group TII, showing the apparent influence o'f the trained cooperat-
ing teachers on the teaching patterns of their untrained student 
teacherso Additional evidence of this influence was that the untrained 
student teachers in Group III were more indirect than the untrained stu-
dent teachers i.n Group IV. In addi.tion to being more indire.ct in 
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verbal influence, the cooperating and student teachers trained in 
Interaction Analysis used a greater variety of teaching patterns and 
showed more individual differences in teaching behavior than the con-
ventionally trained cooperating teachers and student teacherso 
Effects of Instruction in Interaction Analysis 
on the Attitudes of Student Teachers 
Moskowitz (1967a) found that student teachers in foreign language 
who learned Interaction Analysis during their student teaching exper-
ience became more positive in their attitudes toward teaching as 
measured by the Teaching Situation Reaction Test (hereafter referred 
to as TSRT). Student teacher attitudes toward their cooperating teach-
ers became less positive, but there was no change in the attitude of 
the cooperating teachers toward the student teachers. 
Moskowitz (1968) obtained similar results in another study of 
student teachers in foreign language in which one group of student 
teachers was trained in Interaction Analysis before student teaching 
and the other group was not so trained. The student teachers who were 
familiar with Interaction Analysis had more positive attitudes toward 
teaching as measured by the TSR.T, but less positive attitudes toward 
their cooperating teachers than the group with no Interaction .Analysis 
instruction. Attitudes of the cooperating teachers toward the student 
teachers were similar for both groups. 
Zahn (1965, 1967) conducted a study to determine if there were 
di.fferences in attitude between elementary school student teachers who 
had been given instruction in Interaction Analysis combined with super-
vision using Interaction Analysis and those student teachers who had 
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conventional instruction and supervision" Attitudes were determ:ined by 
the TSRT. Student teachers who experi.enced the Interaction Analysis 
instruction and supervision had si.gnificantly more positive post-,teach .... 
ing attitudes than those who had conventional instruction and supervi-
sion. More positive attitudes toward teaching were evidenced by the 
group of student teachers trained in Interact;ion Analysis regardless of 
the attj,_tudes toward teaching expressed by their cooperating teachers 
q.s !Ileasured by the TSRT. 
Hough and Amidon (1967; also Amidon, 1965; and Amidon, 1968) eval-
uated attitudes of selected student teachers in secondary education by 
using the TSRT. The group of student teachers who had had instruction 
in Interaction Analysis during the semester while they were student 
teaching showed significant :positive gain in attitudes toward teaching. 
Another group of student teachers who had not had Interaction Anal.ysi.s 
instruction, but had studied the teaching-learning process instead, did 
not show a significant change. The po si ti ve change occurred primarily; 
in those students who scored below the mean (relatively open-minded) on 
Rokeach's Dogmatism Scale. There were no significant differences in 
the two groups in their ability tq be empathic toward students, their 
objectivity in use of data about students, in their use of experimental 
methods, or in being i.ndi.rect i:r;i their attitudes toward control as 
measured by the TSRT. 
Furst (1967) also found larger positive attitude change in student 
teachers taught Interaction Analysis than those not so taught. The 
change was greater for student teachers ta111sht Interaction Analysis 
during student teaching than for those whose Interaction AnaJ..ysis 
instruction was given prior to the beginning of thei.r student teaching 
experience. 
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Interaction Analysis was taught to student teachers in elementary 
education in a preservice seminar by Brann (1967). The self-concepts of 
the student teachers as llleasured by the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale 
showed a significant positive mean increase between measurements taken 
·before and after the instruction period. 
Effects of·Instruction in Interaction Analysis on the 
Evaluations of Student Teachers by Other Persons 
Hough and Ami.don (1967; also 'Ami.don, 1965; and Ami.don, 1968) 
found that secondary school student teachers who had been trained in 
use of Interaction Analysis were judged superior to a control group of 
student teachers by their college supervisors·. The control group had 
studied the teaching-learning process instead of Interaction Analysis. 
As discussed on page 36, Moskowitz (1967a, 1968) found that 
attitudes of cooperating teachers toward their student teachers were 
. I ' . 
not different for student teachers who had instruction in Interaction 
Analysis and those who had had conventional instruction. 
Pupils of foreign language in the Moskowitz (1968) study had 
significantly more positive attitudes toward student teachers who had 
studied Interaction Analysis than toward student teachers-who had not 
studied Interaction Analysis. However, in the four-semester study by 
Amidon (1968), results concerning pupil perceptions of teaching pat-
terns of student teacher~ were inconsistent from semester to semester. 
Summary 
Amidon and Flanders (1967, p. 90) have summarized the effects of 
instruction of student teachers i.n Interaction Analysis as reported 
in studies prior to 1967& 
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" 
o •• Student teachers who had been taught Interaction Anal-
ysis differed significantly from those who had been exposed 
to t'.r'aditional teacher-education programs(although the latter 
may have differed from one study to another). Student teach-
ers tra:i:ned in Tnteracticm Analysis· were found tog 
1) Take more time to ~ccept and use student ideas 
2) · -Encourage a greater amount of pupil-initiated talk 
3) Use less criticism 
4) Use- less direction 
5) Be more accepting and encouraging in response to 
student ideas 
6) Have a more generally i~direct style. 
In addition, studies cited in thip section have indicated that 
student teachers who have had instruction in Interaction Analysis have 
more positive attitudes toward teaching than those who have not had the 
iri.struction. Perhaps, because knowledge of Interaction Analysis gives 
student teachers increased awareness of their own behaviors and their 
influence on pupils, they approach the teaching process differently 
than student teachers without this knowledge. 
.CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE AND ME'I'HODS 
To accomplish the objectives of the study as outlined on pages 3 
and 4, the procedure and methods described in this chapter were fol-
lowedo The study was conducted at Oklahoma State University with t,he 
cooperation of the faculty of the Departm.ent of Home Economics Educa-
tiono The research was carried out during the spring and fall semesters 
of 1968, with analysis of results being made in the spring semester 
of 19690 
The Observation Instrument -- Interaction Analysis 
Interaction Analysis i.s a system of categorizing the verbal behav-
ior of teachers and students by a trained observer. F"or a complete 
description of, the system and instructions for its use, the reader is 
referred to The Role of the Teacher in the Classroom 9 either the first 
or the revised edition ( Amidon and F"landers 9 1963, 1967) o Interaction 
Analysis was.used by the observer in a manner i.ndicated by instructions 
in this booko 
A summary of the ten categories.included in Interaction Analysis 
is given in '!'able I on page 80 These descriptions plus the rul.es 
suggested by Amidon and Flanders (1963, 1967) were used to decide which 
category t? use when recording. In brief the categories areg 
Teacher Talk, Ind,irect Influenceg 
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Accepts feeling 
Praises or encourag.es 
T.eacher Talk, Direct Influence g 
Student TaJ.kg 
Otherg 
(3) Accepts and/or uses 
student ideas 
(4) Asks questions 
( 5) Lecture1;1 
(6) Gives directions 
(7) Criticizes or justifies 
authority 
(8) Student talk - response 
(9) Student talk - initiation 
(10) Silence or confusion 
Observations of classroom verbal behavior were made by the re-
searcher who recorded a code nu,mber for each verbal behavior evi.dencedo 
Code numbers, which referred to the ten categories, were recorded at 
three-second intervals, unless the type of verbalization shifted within 
the ~nterval, in which case the number of the new category was recordedo 
Recording was generally continued for a period of about twenty minutes. 
At the end of this time the observer had a series of more than 400 code 
numbers representing the verbal behavior which had occurred. Recording 
of classroom behavior through Interaction Analysis is generally done 
"live", but may be accompli.shed through the use of audio or video-tapes. 
For this research all recording was done "live" in the classroomo 
Before beginning to record, the observer a],..lowed time to ori.ent 
herself to the class and classroom, and allowed time for the class. to 
be settled and such routine procedures as .roll ,tak.ing, assignments, and 
announcements to be completed. Only discussion portions ,ot ,the classes 
were recorded. 
After the recording was completed, numbers were plotted sequen-
ti.ally on a ten by ten matrix. Each number was recorded twice. There-
fore, by examination of the matrix cells, one could determine what 
action preceded and followed each type of verbal behavior. For example, 
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if recorded numbers were 10, 9, 9, 3, 4; then the first pair of numbers, 
10-9, would be recorded in the cell representing row 10 colu,mn 9; the 
second pair, 9-9, in row 9 column 9; the third pair, 9-3, in row 9 
column 3; the fourth pair, 3-4, in row 3 column 4. 
A sample of the tali.y matrix used is given, on page 103 10.f Appendix 
A. It can be observed that all cells are hot equal in size. The matrix 
form was designed by the writer in order to accommodate easily the large 
number of tallies .in categories four, five, eight, and nine. Research 
studies have indicated that most of the classroom interaction is behav-
ior which fits into these categories. Matrix information was then trans-
ferred to the work matrix ( sample on page 104 of Appendix A). 
After the total number of tallies in each category was found; then per-
cent of talli.es in. each category, percent teacher talk, and! percent 
student talk were computed. 
+o determine the teaching pattern of each student teacher, the I/D 
{Indilrect/Direct) ratio and the revised or control I/D ratio were cal-
culated. Calculations of I/D may be made in two ways. To derive a 
ratio (Method I), the number of tallies in categories 1-4 (indirect 
influence) is pi.vided by the number of tallies in categories 5-8 (direct 
influertce)., The decimal figure derived shows the relationshi.p between 
I 
the teacher's indirect and direct verbal behavior. If the number 
derived is greater than LOO, the teacher used more indirect than direct 
influence. If the number is smaller than 1.00, more direct than indi-
rect influence was used. 
The revised or control :r/D indicates the relationship between the 
teacher's indirect control or moti. vating statements ( categorie,s 1-3) 
and his direct control statements (categorie1;1 6-7)0 This ratio is 
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computed in Method I by di.vi.ding the number of tallies i:h categories 
1-3 by the number of tal:)..ies in categories 6 .and 7 o A revised I/D 
ratio of LOO indicates an equal number of indirect and direct control 
statementso Higher numbers show more indirect than direct control 
statements, and nuitibersunder LOO indicate more direct than indi.rect 
control statementso 
The second method of expressing I/D and revised I/D ratios is to 
clesignate the relationship as a percent o To obtain the :L/D percent, the 
number of tallies i.n categories 1-4 is divided by the number of tallies 
in categories 1-70 The perce~t obtained indicates indirect statements 
as they compare to total teacher statements, io e., an I/D of 60 per-
cent would indicate that 60 percent of the teacher's statements were 
indirect in influence (categories 1-4). 
The revised percent I/D expressed by the second method is calcu-
lated by divi.di.ng the number of tallies in categories 1-3 by the num-
ber of tallies in categories 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7a The percent obtained 
indicates the proportion of the teacher's control and motivating state-
ments. A teacher with a revised I/D of 75 percent would have made 75 
percent of her controlling and motivating statements in a manner corre-
sponding to categories l, 2, and 3, and 25 percent corr.esp0nding to 
categories 6 and ?o 
By examination of the matrix, percents in each category, and the 
I/D and revised I/D ratios, a teacher or evaluator can determine the 
influence patterns of the teachero Questions such as the following ones 
can be answered for the teacherg Was I more direct or indirect in my 
influence? Were, my control and motivating methods more direct or 
indirect? How much did I talk'? How much tirrte did I spend lecturing? 
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How much di.d my students talk and did I initiate their talking or did 
they? How much silence and confusion was there i.n my classroom? How 
did I respond to student talk? Further examination of the matrix can 
answer other questions which are of particular interest to each tea:cher. 
For this study, the .following i.nformati?n waf? derived from each 
Interaction Analysis ~ecording of the verbal interaction in the class-
roomg (1) a ten by ten matrix showing sequentially the behaviors 
observed, (2) the percent of tallies occurring in each of the ten 
categories of verbal behavior 1 (3) the proportion of teacher talk 
expressed in percent, (4) the proportion of stµdent talk expressed in 
percent, (5) the I/D ratio, and (6) the revised I/D ratio. 
Development of Profi~iency in Use of Interaction Analysis 
In order to develop profi.ciency in use of Interaction Analysis, 
the researcher studied The Role of the Teacher i.n the Classroom (Amidon 
and Flanders~ 1963) and other published materials during February and 
early March, 1968. ~ Interacti.on'Ana'.l.ysis Training Kitg Level 1 
( Ami.don and Amidon, 1967) was used for practice in. recording and maki.ng 
matrices., 'I'he kit includes a tape recording of classroom discussions 
$.lld a manual. 
After about. twelve hours of practice, two twenty-mi.nute sessions 
of a college-level discussi.on class were recorded 19live" by codi.ng. "T' ..Ln 
additionj the same sessions were tape recorded •. Then the tape record-
ings were coded several ti.mes at home. From these sessionsi reliabi.lity 
was esti.mated by the Scott or 'N' coeffi.cient (Flanders, 1967b). Relia-
bi.li.ty was checked between the "live" an<;! ta.ped sessions and between 
replications of the taped sessions. Reliability was found to be 
4.5 
consistently above 085 which Flanders (1967b) has i.ndicated to be nee-
essary for research purposes. 
To i.nsure correlation between the observations of the control group 
and the experimental group, furtner tests were made in the fall semes-
ter, 1968. Again practice wa.s conducted using the audio-tape ~nd man-
ual, Interacti.on Analysis Trainigg_ Kit g Level. I ( Amidon and Amidon., 
1967). Following th1e practice sessions, correlations were estimated be-
tween twenty-minute interaction sessi.ons coded in the spring and fall 
semesters and between replications made in the fall. Reliability above 
.85 was consistently obtained using the Scott or 'n' coefficient 
(Flanders, 1967b) o 
The Samples 
Two samples of student teachers were selected for use i.n the 
researcho The contrciL group d.:i;d. student teachin;S: in the spring semes-
ter, 1968, and had no instruction in Interacti.on Analysis. The exper-
imental group had instruction in Interaction Analysis and di.d student 
teaching in the fall semester, 1968. 
The ~tudent teaching program in home economics at Oklahoma State 
University includes a semester block of courses, part of the block being 
on-campus instruction and part being the student teaching experienceo 
For their student teachi.ng experience, students move to va:rious commu-
nities in Oklahoma havi.ng vocational home economics in the high schoolso 
Student teachers are generally assigned in pairs to one school with one 
cooperating teacher. A list of centers approved by the state supervi-
• 
sors of vocational. home economics and the department faculty is given 
'i 
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to the student teachers and each pair of student teachers indicates 
,preference for a centero 
The samples of, student teachers to be observed were selected from 
the centers to be used during each semester by a random number proce-
dure as outlined by Popham (1967). It was necessary to use both stu-
dents of each selected pair for observation as centers were some dis-
tance from the university and th.e researcher's time was limited. All 
\. 
students selected were willing to cooperate in the study. Eight of a 
total of forty-two eligible student teachers were ·selected for the con-
trol group and eight of twenty-six eligible student teachers.were 
selected for the experimental group. 
The control group consisted of eight' senior women twenty-one or 
twenty-two years of age. The experimenta;I group, also eight senior 
I 
women, were between the ages of twenty and twenty-one. All had com-
pleted most of their required courses for the vocational home economics 
certification with the exception of the student teaching block courses. 
During the spring semester of 1968, the student teachersin the 
control group, along with the others in the student teaching block, par-
ticipated in four weeks of on-campus classwork, then did student teach-
ing for seven weekso After student teaching, they returned to the 
campus for another four weeks of instruction. ,Their on-campus classes 
involved study of phi.lo.sophy of education, youth organizations, various 
aspects of vocational home economics teaching, and demonstration tech-
niques. 
The main difference in the education of the groups was that the 
experimental group had instruction in Interaction Analysis as part of 
' 
the course, Techniques and Materials in Home Economics Education,while 
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they were on campus. The Interaction Analysis instruction is explained 
in detail in the next seqtion. Like the control group, the student 
teachers in the experimental group also studied philospphy of education, 
youth organizations, and various aspects of vocational home economics 
teachingo Their study of demonstration techniques was integrated into 
the Techni.ques and Materials .in Home Economics Education course. 
The schedule for the experimental group was somewhat different from 
that of the control group. The student teachers in the experimental 
group participated in on-campus instruction for eight weeks, then stu-
dent teaching for eight weeks, after which they returned to the campus 
for three days to evaluate their experiences. Because of the longer 
period on campus before student teaching, the expanded course work which 
included Interaction Analysis was possible. 
No special arrangements were made for the stud.ent teachers sampled 
to participate in the research. Their courses in the student teaching 
block were identical to those of their classmates in the parent pop-
ulationso 
Instruction in Interaction Analysis 
The instruction with which this research is concerned was expansion 
of the Demonstration Techniques course to Techniques and Materials in 
Home Economics Education. The course as expanded included in addition 
to demonstration techniques, instruction in audio-visual techniques, 
addi.tional practice in oral comrnunication 1 and study of Interaction 
Analysiso 
The course, Techniques and Materials in Home Economics Education, 
was di.vided between two instructors; another staff member taught the 
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areas pertaini.ng to demonstration techniques and audio-visual instruc-
tion while the· re-searcher taught Intera9tion Analysis and oral .communli-
cation techniqueso The latter section is of concern in this researcho 
Groups met.with one i.nstructor for four weeks then the other for four 
weeks so that, each group received similar instructi.cino Each group met 
the cJ1ass eight fifty-minute periods per week. 
The following specific behavioral objectives were formulated con-
cerping the learning pertaining to Interacti<;m .Analysis" Other behav-
ioral objectives for the course were also formulated but have not been 
consi.dered pertinent to l:ist here.a 
In order to better understand an,d interpret her own behavior 
as a, teacher through Interacti.on Analysis, it is essential for 
each student~· 
(1) ·to commit to memory the categories of the Interaction Analysis 
system o ', ! · 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
( 5-) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
to be· .able to recorq. classroom behavior by Interaction 
Analysiso 
to learn to construct an interaction matrixo 
. ' 
to be able to interpret and analyze an interaction matrix 
using available source material.· 
·· to become· aware of -and be. able t9 evaluate the effects of 
praise, acceptance of student feeline;s, and acceptance of 
student ideas on learni.ngo (Also, on the other hand, to 
bec0me,·-aware ·of -and be able to evaluate the effects of -the 
· absence. ·Of praise, acceptance of · student feelings, and 
acceptance of student ideas on learning, especially when 
coupled-with criticismo) 
to apply course learni.ngs in order to design her par-ti of the 
classroom dialogue effectively (both questions to pupils ,and 
. response;s·· to· their answers). 
to be able to demonstrate skill i.n use of student i.'deas in 
order to facilitate learning~ 
to comprehend the types.of direct and indirect.1 teacher behav-
. iors and· their/effects upon learning of dependent-prone and 
independent~prone students. 
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(9) to become famila.r wi.th research findings related to Interi-
action Analysiso 
(10) to use le1;].rni.ngs in order to increase in ability to do self-
eval.uation and to decrease in dependence upon otherso 
Copies of the objectives were distributed. t,o the students at the 
first class meeting" Progress was discussed at intervals throughout 
the courseo Interaction Anal.ysls instruc;:tion and related d;iscussions 
and practice took approximately si.x to seven hours of actual class time. 
In addition to thi.s, students practiced recording using the Interaction 
Analysis Trai_p.ng Ki.to Level I (Amidon and Amidon, 1.967) during out-of-
class ti.me o They also recorded one f:1.ve-minute and two fifteen-111inute 
class lessons presented by other students and made matrices for the 
lessonso 
The Role of the Teacher i.n the Classroom (Amidon and F'l.anders, 
~ ~~ ~ ~- --~ . 
1967) served as a texto F'ilmstrips and tapes, Stu~!!B. 'I'eacher Influ-
~, parts 2, 3, and 4 (University of Minnesota), were also used for 
instructional purposeso The filmstrips and tapes explain the use of 
Interaction Analysiso 
In addi ti.on to learnings specifically related to Interaction Anal-
ysis, each student presented three simulated lesson segments which she 
considered appropriate for secondary school home economics with t~.e 
college class role-playing high school students. Two of each student ';s 
presentations were five minutes in length and one W1;l.S fifte~n. minuteS;o 
Qne five-minute and one fi.fteen-minute lesson were audio-taped for self-
study by the students. One five-minute se.ssion wa.s video-taped 13.nd 
students were :able to observe, the playbacko Techniques appropriatj:l for 
various areas of home economics education were discussed and materials 
avai.lable were sh~ed by the groupo At the e:r;i.d of the four-week 
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instruction period, students answered one page of questions evaluating 
the course work. A sample of the evaluation shee.t is given in Appendix 
A, page 105. 
Observation of the Student Teachers 
After the eight student teachers in the control group were selected, 
their cooperation was solicited and obtained. It was briefly explained 
to them that this project was being pursued to gain knqwledge concerning 
teaching patterns in home economics. The coding system was illustrated 
and student teachers were assured that they were pot being evaluated by 
the researcher. No other information on Interaction Analysis was given 
to student teachers in the control group. 
All of the student teachers with Interaction Analysis instruction 
who were selected for the experimental group sample were willing to 
participate in the studyo The investigator served as college super-
visor for these student teachers. It was stressed that Interaction 
Analysis results would not be used in grading the1 student teacherso 
Cooperating teachers and admini.strators :Ln the selected centers 
were contacted by letter to ask if observations would be permissible. 
All indicated their willingness to .cooperate t.n the study. 
Two visits· were made to e~ch center ano. ~pprop.mately forty-mi.n-
utes interaction was recorded for each student teacher during each 
visit. It was not always possible to record as much as forty-,ni:putes 
interacti.on as a few student teachers taught only one class in .which 
there was discussion or lecture. In those case~, the total time that 
was spent in interaction was recorded. V:t,sits were made at least two 
I 
weeks aparto The student teachers in the experimental group were at 
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the teaching centers for eight weeks, whereas the student teachers in 
the control group were at the centers for seven weekso In order to 
negate any effects of this difference in time in the centers, no vi.sits 
were made to the student teachers in the experimental group during their 
eighth week i.n the centerso Student teachers knew in advance the dates 
visits were scheduledo Only classes wi.th lecture and/or discussi.on 
were recorded with Interaction Analysiso Laboratory classes and classes 
in which ind1vidual. work was being done were not recorded with Inter-
action Analysts 1 nor were student reports and other classwork i.n which 
di.scussion was not plannedo Classes observed ranged in grade level 
from nine to twelveo Subjects under study were varied and included all 
areasofhome economicso Classes taught by student teachers in the con-· 
trol group included between four and twenty-three studentso Student 
teachers in the experimental group had classes which ranged from fi.ve 
to twenty-nine students o 
Interacti.on Analysis observations of each student teacher were 
summarized in matri.x form for each vi.sit o Tallies from each category 
from both visits were added to~ether to form each student teacher's 
combined matrixo Percentages and I/D ratios were'then computed for the 
combined matriceso 
Student teachers in the experimental group were asked to prE)pare 
at least one twenty-minute Interaction Analysis matrix from one of their 
classes before each visit of the researchero As student teachers were 
in pairs, they recorded Interaction Analysis observations for each 
other o These prepared matri.ces were uti.liz;ed in conferences wi.th the 
student teacherso In adqition, matri,ces which the investigator prepared 
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for the classes which she observed were sent to the student teachers 
in the experimental group for their own usea 
Statistical Treatment of the Data 
Statistical treatment was accomplished with the help of two stat-
isticians and the university computer services. Methods of analyzing 
data were determined by the objectives of the study, pages 3 and 4a 
Data from combined matrices were used in the analysesa 
For the major part of the probi.em it was necessary to determine 
if use of verbal interaction and teaching patterns were different for 
student teachers in home economics who had not had instruction in Inter-
action Analysis (control group) from those of student teachers who had 
had instruction in Interaction Analysis (e:x,perimental group)a To do 
this, t tests were employed to fi.nd if there were differences between 
means of the two groups in verbal b~havior represented by each of the 
ten categories of Interaction Analysis, the percent of teacher talk, 
the percent of student talk, the I./D ratios, and the revi.sed I/D ratios a 
Because of the particular computer program which was used, F ratios 
rather than t values were obtained" The F ratio is equal to the square 
of the t valueo For this study a05 was designated as the significance 
level a 
In order to find out whether teaching patterns were related to 
grade point averages, the Pearson Product Moment correlation technique 
was useda Correlation coefficients between grade point averages and 
the student teachers' I/D ratios, rE;)vised I/D ratios, percent teacher 
talk, and percent student talk were obtai.neda 
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Sumrnarlf 
In order that the reader may briefly ascertain the steps included 
in the resea,rch and the time schedule used, the following sun.rrnary i.s 
presentedo 
Spri.ng Semester, 1968g 
(1) The researcher studi.ed Interacti.on Analys;Ls through ~ Hqle 
of the ~£!!~ in, the Classro~ (Amidon and Flanders, 1963) and other 
published materials" Proficiency in recordi.ng and preparation of matri-
ces was developed through use of commercia1.ly and personally prepared 
tapes and live observati.ono 
(2) A random sample of ei:ght senior students who were to student 
teach in hi.gh school home economics classes during the spring semester, 
1968 1 was selectedo This group of student teachers had had no instruc-
tion in Interaction Analysis and was considered the control groupo 
.. ) (3, Observations using Interaction Analysis were made of each of 
the student teachers on two different occasions with at least two weeks 
spacing between visitso 
(4) Plans were begun for teaching Interaction Analysis to the 
group of student teachers who were scheduled to teach during the fall 
semester 9 19680 
Fall Semester, 1968~ 
(1) Plans were completed for i.nclusion of Interacti.on Analysis 
instruction in the course, 'I'echniques and Materials in Home Economics 
Education, fo:r all home economics education students who planned. to 
student teach during the semestero 
(2) The course was taught as planned" All students in the course 
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recei.ved i.nstrudi.on in Interacti.on Ana.lysi.s at some ti.me duri.ng the 
fi.rst ei.ght weeks of the semestero 
(3) The resear.cher again practiced Interaction Ana.lysi.s through 
tapes to mai.nta.in necessary proficiencyo 
(4) A sample o.f eight student teachers who had participated in the 
Interaction Analysis instruction was selected. This group of student 
teachers constituted the experimental groupo 
(5) The student teachers in the experimental group were observed 
and Interaction Analysi.s matrices were tabul.atedo Two ,visi.ts with a 
separati.on i.nterval. of at least two weeks were made. 
Spring Semester, 1969g 
(1) ·· Data from observations of the control and experimental groups 
were analyzed with computer assistancea 
( 2) . Wri.ting of the di.sserta.tion was done o 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the findings of the research will be reported 
and di.scussedo Throughout the chapter, the group of eight student 
teachers who had no instruction i.n Interaction Analysis will be desig-· 
nated as the control group" The group of eight student teachers who 
studied Interaction Analysis prior to their student teaching experience 
will be referred to as the experimental group. 
The statement of the problem and the objectives of;' the study have 
been given on pag~s 1, 3, and 4o When considering the findings, the 
reader may wish to keep in mind the five questions of the problemg 
What are the verbal teaching patterns of student teachers in home econ-
omics who have not had instructi.on in Interaction Analysis':' What are 
the teaching patte.rns of student teachers in home economics who haile 
had instructi.on in Interaction Analysis? What are the differences in 
teaching patterns between the two groups? Is there a relationship be-
tween teaching pattern and grade point average? Is the study of Inter-
action Analysis a useful. component of teacher preparation in home 
economics? 
Verbal Behavior of the Student Teachers 
,. 
This portion of the dissertation has been divided into twelve 
sectionso Each of elev13n of the sections will include a discussion of 
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one a.spect of verbal. behavior in the classroomo Beca.use total stud'(nt 
,. 
' talk and student talk in categories eight and nine are so closely.re-
lated, findi.ngs for these three aspects of verbal behi3;vior have been 
discussed in one sectiono Explana.ti.ons of the aspects of verbal behav-
i.or included in Interaction Analysis have been given on pages 5 to 9 and 
40 to 440 
The data gathered from Interaction Analysis observations of each 
teacher are reported. in Ta.bl.es VI and VII of Appendix B (pages 107 and 
108). The means of both groups, F ratios, and probability levels for 
each aspect of verbal behavior wi.th .which the objectives of this study 
are concerned are shown in Table IV, page 570 Data used for this table 
~included the ten Interaction Analysis categories, teacher talk, student 
talk, I/D ratios, and revised. I/D ratios as obtained from the combined 
.matrices for the teacherso As stated in the description of the proced-
ure, beca1:1se of the computer program used, F' rat.ios rather than t 
values have been reporteq.o One may find t by calculating the square 
root of the F ratioo 
In ea.ch section results of the st.udy will 'be reported, then these 
results will be compared to findings of other investigators which a.re 
rela.ted to this studyo The reader may wonder why data. gathered by cer-
tain investiga.tors appear i.n some, but not all, of the sectionso There 
may be two rea.sonso Some investigators have reported only selected 
data from their Interaction Analysis ·observa.tions so th.at fincli.ngs may 
be una.va.i.lable for certain categories of verbal behavior o Other re-· 
searchers ha.ve used modifications of Interaction Analysis such as those 
described on page 160 Therefore, only certain categories of their data 
are comparable to observations obtained by using Interaction .Analysiso 
TABLE IV 
STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF DATA FROM THE CONTROL 
GROUP AND THE,EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
i ' 
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Variable Means F Ratio* Pr'.obability 
Control, 004% \ I 
-category.· 1 · Experimental 017% i2o568 <o25 
I 
Control 4.13% 
Category.2 Experimental 2095% 3.201 <olO 
Control 2o02°/o 
Category 3 Experimental 5.76% 14.070 <~005**' 
Control l4o?a{o 
Category 4- Experimental 12.9.3% .720 <.50 
Control 42°94% 
.Category 5 Experimental 36.64% • 559 <.50 
Control 1.10% 
Category 6 Exper~mental 
-· 59% 1.624 <.25 
Control .51% 
Category 7 Experimental .29% .868 <~50 
Control llo.51% 
Category 8 Experimental 6.44% 4°977 < .05** 
Control. 11;,52°/o 
Category 9 Experimental 24.74% 4.508 <.10 
Control lJ .• 53% 
Category 10 Experimental 9.49% .JOB < .75 
Teacher Control 65.44% 
Talk Experimental 59°34% .705 < .50 
Student Control 23-.03% 
Talk ExpeI"imental 3hl7% 1.230 < .50 
Control 0 508 
I/D Ratio Expe,rimental 1.142 2.053 < .25 
Revised Control 10.194 
I/D Ratio Experimental 190640 1.861 < .25 
*Fat .05 is 4o60; F' at oOl is 8086 
**Significant difference .between group's 
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Results and Discussion -- Category One 
Teacher statements in category one are those which are used in 
accepting and clarifying student feelings. Results of Interaction Anal-
. ysis observations pertaining to use of category one were~ 
Control group 
Experimental group 
Mean 
Oo04% 
Ool7% 
Range 
OoOO ·- Oo25% 
OoOO - 0060% 
Student teachers who had studied Interaction Analysis used more 
\ 
than four times as much acceptance of feeling as student teachers wi.th-
out the knowledge of Interaction ··Analysis o However, the F value, 2 o 568, 
was not large enough to be significant at the 005 level. 
The range of' behaviors in this category was greater for the stu-, 
dent teachers in the experimental than for those in the control group. 
It is also worth noting that when combined matrices of individual teach-
ers are examined (Table VI and VII, pages 107 and JCS), i.t can be ob-
served that only two of the eight student teachers in the control group 
II/ade any statements which.were classified as being in cat~gory oneo In 
the experimental group six of the eight ,student teachers used statements 
in this category • 
. According to Amidon and F'landers (1967), most teachers use state-
ments in category one less than Oo5 percent of the interaction time, 
with di.rect teachers using the category less than ,Ool percent and 
indirect, Oo5 percent. According to this criteria, the control group 
of student teachers used category one statements in an amount similar 
to direct teachers, while the experimental group showed slightly more 
use of the category than the direct teachers, but less than the 
indirect ~.eachers. 
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In comparison to the use of categoray one by inservi.ce teachers 
in home economics in the study b;-s, Jorgenson (1968), the mean use of 
category one by the student teachers who had no instruction in Inter-
action Analysis was similar to the mean use of category one by first-
year teachers (mean, Oo05 percent)o Stude:nt teachers i.n the experimental 
group used category one statements somewhat more often than the ~econd·-
year teachers (mean, Ool3 percent) and about three times as much as the 
first-year teacherso Kal.bfleisch (1967) found that the i.nservi.ce and 
student teachers in home economics whom she observed accepted student 
feeling during Oo56 percent of the interaction time, much more than the 
student teacher·s in this studyo Kalbfleisch used observation results 
from both discussion and laboratory classeso 
'The student teachers in thi.s study used category one stateqi~nts 
less frequently than comparable secondary school student teachers 
observed by Lohman, Ober, and Hough ( 1967 ). In their re search, st u-· 
dent teachers wi.th no training in Interaction 1\nalysis had Oo14 p~rcent 
of talli.es in category one, while those who had Interaction Analysis 
instruction prior to student teaching used cate~ory ohe statements 
Oo26 percent of the time. 
Results and Discussion -- Category Two 
Category two of Interaction Analysis represents thqse verbal 
statements of the teacher which praise or encourage student ideas and 
behavi.oro Tension releasing jokes are included here, but in the liter-
ature, the category is often referred to simply as praiseo According 
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to combined matrices, use of category two by the student teachers in 
this study was~ 
Control group 
Experimental group 
Mean 
4.13% 
2.95% 
Range 
2.48 - 5.72% 
1.32 - 5°59% 
The experimental group had a wider range in percentage of behavior 
in category two than did the control group. The student teachers in 
the control group used category two a greater percent of the time than 
did the experimental group, but the F ratio, 3.201Jwas not large enough 
to consider the difference significant at the .05 level. The probabil-
ity of this difference occurring by chance was, however, less than .10 
as shown in Table IV, page 57. The -reason···for the difference may have 
been that the student teachers who were familiar with Interaction Anal-
ysis might have tended to respond to student ideas with acceptjlllce and 
i . 
: c~arification (category three) rather than praise.· 
Kirk (1964) also found that elementary school student teachers who 
were not trained in Interaction Analysis used slightly more praise than 
I 
..... J 
the trained group. Category two means for the group of student teachers 
he observed were 3.46 percent for the group not trai:r:ied in Interaction 
Analysis and 3.31 percent for the, trained group. Lohman, Ober 1 and 
Hough (1967) found an opposite tendency. In their research, the group 
of secondary school student teachers who had studied Interaction Anal-
ysis used more praise (mean, 2.19 percent). than the gr01ip of student 
teachers not familiar with Interaction Analysis (mean, L41percent). 
Differences were not significant in either study. 
According to a comparison of means, the control.group of student 
. .. . ., .. : . i 
teachers in t~s study used more praise than their counterparts in: 
secondary and eilementary education observed by· Lohman, Ober, and Hough'. 
I I . 
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(1967) and Kirk (1964) o The experimental group i.n this study used less 
praise than the experimental group of elementary school student teachers 
observed by Kirk, but more praise than the group of secondary school 
student teachers observed by Lohman et al. 
Both groups of student teachers in home economics used more praise 
than the inservice teachers observed by AnJj_don and Fland~rs (1967) who 
reported about 2 percent average use of category two wi.th no appreciable 
difference between direct and i.ndirect teachers" Group means for stu-
dent teachers in this study were comparable to the 3 to 6 percent range 
o.f means for category two reported for elementary teachers by Furst and 
Anlidon ( 1967) o 
Both groups of student teachers in this study used more praise 
than the first and second-year home economi.cs teachers observed by 
Jorgenson ( 1968) o In her study the· mean for fir st-year tea.chers for 
category two was Oo43 percent. For second-year teachers the mean was 
even lower 1 Ool.3 percent" 
Resul.ts and Discussi.on -- Category Three 
Category three of Interaction Analysis represents the teacher's 
verbal behavi.or as she accepts and uses students' ideaso For the 
student teachers in the two groups,1 the following data represent cate-
.gory three use as shown by combined matrices~ 
Control group 
Experimental group 
Mean 
2o02% 
5076% 
Range 
Oo5l - 3040% 
2ol9 - 10032% 
Mean use of category three by student teachers in the experimental 
group was more than two and one-half i:,;Lmes as great as mean use of this 
category by student teachers in the control groupo Statistical analysis 
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of the difference bet:ween groups yielded an F value of 140070 which was 
signifi.cant at the 0005 level 
The fi.nd.ings may be contrasted with those i.n category two, praiseo 
The control group had higher use of praise, whereas the experimental 
group had higher use of acceptance and clarification of students' ideas. 
As stated i.n the discussion of category two, perhaps student teachers 
wi.th Interaction Analysis instruction use acceptance and clarification 
of student ideas instead of teacher praise to encourage student parti.-
cipationo 
Di.fferences between groups may also be indicated by a comparison 
-
of i.ndivi.dua.l. student teacherso According to information from combined 
ma.trices, the highe$t use of category three by a student tea.ch.er in the 
control group was 3o40 percent. In contrast to this, seven of the eight 
student teachers in the experimental. group used category three state-
ment s more than 3 o 70 percent of the interaction ti.me o However 9 as with 
categories one and two 9 the range of percent of use of category three 
was greater for the student teachers i.n the experimental. group than for 
the student teachers in the control groupo 
Amidon and Flanders (1967) ~ i.n summarizing effects o.f i.n.structi.on 
i.n Interaction Anal.ysi.s, have i.ndi.cated that student teachers who have 
knowledge of Interaction Analysis take more ti.me in accepting and cla.r-
ifyi.ng student ideas than stud~nt teachers wi.th, no Interaction Analysis 
instruction. Student teachers in home economics foll.owed this patterno 
Lohman, Ober, and Hough (1967) also found that student teachers in 
secondary schools who had studi.ed Interact;i.on Analysis used si.gnifi.-
cantly more acceptance and use of students' ideas than those student 
t~ach~rs without the instruction. 
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Both groups of stud,ent teachers in home economics observed in 
this study used less time i.n accepting and clarifying ide.a.s than the 
secondary school student teachers :En the Lohman, Ober, and Hough ~1967) 
study;o Means which they obi;ierved were 8" 93 percent for stur:ient teachers 
without training i.n Interaction Analysis and 10066 for student teachers 
with the trainingo 
Kirk, however, found- li.ttle difference in mean use of category 
three for elementary school student teachers not trai.ned i.n Interaction 
Analysis (mean 4o 51 percent) and student teachers with Irtteracti.on 
Analysis instruction (mean 4o29 percent)o When compared to these ele-
mentary school st.udent teachers with comparable Interaction Analysi.s 
instruction, the control gr1oup of student teachers in home economics 
used category three less frequently than the control group of elemE:!ntary 
school studl3nt teachers I while the experimental gr01;tp of student teach-· 
ers in home economics used category three more frequently than the ex-
perimental group of elementary school student teacherso 
Student teachers in home economics observed in this study may be 
compared to inservi.ce teachers according to meap. use of category three o 
Ih the Jorgenson (1968) study of inservi.ce teachers in :P,ome economics 1 
mean use of category three by fi.rst-year teachers was 4o20 percent, but 
for second-year teachers it was only L 80 percento Therefore 1 both 
groups of the student teachers i.n this study used more time accepting 
and clarifying pupi.l ideas than the_groi.ip of second-year teachers, but 
only the experimental group of student teachers us~d more time in this 
category than the first-year teachers in home economicso 
Ami.don and F'landers (1967) have reported average use of category 
three statements for inservice teachers as being from 2 to 9 per-cent, 
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with direct teachers using a.bout 2 percent and indirect teachers about 
9 percent o Accordi.ng to this criteria., the mean f9r the control group 
was .similar to direct teachers and the mean for the experimental group 
fell between the mean of the direct teachers and the mean of the indirect 
teachers observed by Amidon and F'la.nderso 
Results and Discussi.on -- Cat~ory Four 
Category four of Interaction Analysis represents the questions 
asked by the teachera Use of category four by the student teachers in 
this study was~ 
Mea.n 
Control group 14o7C!'/o 
Experimental group 12.93% 
Range 
9.58 - 19.55% 
9.30 - 21.14% 
The difference between category four means for the cqntrol and 
experimental groups of student teachers was small, less than 2 percent, 
I 
with the control group using the most questi.oning behavi.oro The F 
ratio obtained from the statistical analysis was only 0720, far from 
being significant" As wi.th categories one, two, and three, the range 
of percent of interaction represented by !category four wa.s greater for 
teachers i.n the experimental group than. f9r teachers in the controi 
group. 
Lob.many Ober, and Hough (1967) and Kirk (1964) also found small 
differences i.n use of questioning by student teachers who were familiar 
with Interaction Analysis and those who were not. However, Furst (1967), 
who observed student teachers teaching in secondary school soci.al 
studi.es and English classes, found that student teachers with no :inst.rU!-
tion i.n Interaction Analysis used questions 11.,6 percent of the i.nter-
action time, while mean use of quest:i.oni.ng was l9ol. percent by student 
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teachers who had Interaction Analysis instructi.on before their student 
teaching begano The difference between the groups was not significanto 
Mean use of category four by student teachers in the contro1 
group wa.s slightly greater than that of the control group in the Furst 
(1967) study, while mean use of category four by the experimental group 
was less than category four use by the experimental. group of teachers 
observed by Furstu Mean use of category four by student teachers in 
both groups i.n thi.s study was slightly greater than mean use of category 
four by both groups of secondary student teachers in the study by 
Lohman, Ober, and Hough (196?)0 Means which they reported were 12037 
percent for the Interaction Analysts trainrd group and 12026 for the 
untrained group o Kirk ( 1964) 1 however, reported greater mean use of 
category four by the elementary scb.ool student teachers he observed 
than the mean use by student teachers in the current studyo The stu-· 
dent teachers who had studied Interaction Analysis in the research by 
Kirk used questioning 14055 percent of the time, whi.le .for those who 
had not studied Interaction Analysi.s I questi.oni.ng represented 15085 
percent of the .i.nteracti.ono 
Student teachers in home economics i.n thi.s study used more ques-
tioning than either the lirst-year' or second:;fear home economics 
teachers observed by ,Jorgenson (1968) o The mean for first-year teach-
ers for category four was 8 a 20 pe:ccent; for second-year teachers 1 .the 
mean was 6069 percento The i.nservice teachers and student teachers in 
horhe economics observed by Kal.bflei.sch (1967) used teacher questioning 
about 12 percent of the time - .... less than either group of student 
teachers in this stud.yo 
Ami.don and .F'landers (196?) have indi.cated that teachers use 
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questioning an average of about 8 to 15 percent of the class time, with 
di.rect teachers using about 8 percent and indirect teachers apout, 11 
percento Compared to these averages, both groups of student teachers 
in this study used. a relatively high percentage of questions,. 
Results and Discussion - Category Five 
Category five of Interaction Analysis is teacher 1.ectureo Compu-
tations from combined matrices of student teachers in this study gave 
the f ollowi.ng data for category five g 
Control group 
Experimental groiµ.p 
I 
Mean 
42094% 
36064% 
Category five was used more than any other category by student 
teachers in both groups o Considering i. ts hea.vy use, the difference 
between means was rather mi.nor, about 6 percent, with teachers i.n the 
control group using more lecture than the teachers in the experimental 
groupo The F' rati.o represent::j.ng di.fferences between groups was small, 
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The range of percents in cate~ory five was almost twi.ce as great 
for the teachers in the experimental group as for the teachers i.n the 
control groupo 'I'he range of percent use of category five was very wide 
for teachers i.n the experimental groupo There was a. difference of 
nearly 57 percent between the amount of lecture by the student teacher 
using the most lecture and, the student teacher psing the least lecture. 
Kirk (1964) and Furst (1967) also found no significant difference 
in amount of lec~ure between groups of student teachers wi.th and· without 
instruction i.n I~teraction Analysis. However, mean amount of lecture 
by st1;1-dent teachers observed in those two studies was much lower than 
6? 
the mean amo1m+ of lecture by student teachers in the current .study., 
Means of category five for secondary school student teachers i.n the 
research by Furst were~ student teachers wi.th no Interaction Analy·sis 
instructiony 24o0 percent; student teachers with Interaction .Analysis 
instruction before student teaching, 26.0 percent" For elementary 
school student teachers in the control group of the study by Kirk, mean 
lecture was 25074 percent; in the experimental group mean lecture was 
26ol2 percent, 
Lohman, Ober, and Hough (1967) found that secondary school student 
teachers wi.tb. instruction in Interaction Analysis did si.gnificantly less 
lecturing than those wi.th no Interaction Analysis instruct1ono In their 
observations 9 mean amount of lecture for the untrained group was ,38064 
percent; for th.e trained group, J2o6J percento 'I'hese means are somewhat 
lower than the mean amount of lecture by the comparable groups of stu-· 
dent teacher in home economics~ but do not appear to be appreci.abJ..y 
different" 
The student teacr.ers in home economics observed in this study were 
within the average range of lecturing:, 25 to 50 percent, reported by 
Ami.don and Flanders ( 1967)" According to their re search, direct and 
i.ndirect teachers were not found to differ greatly in amount of lecture. 
Pankratz (1967) found the amoun.t of lecture was not di.fferent for 
twelfth-grade physics teachers considered to be superior and twelfth-
grade physics teachers not considered to be superior" Mean amoun.t of 
lecture was about 50 percent for both groupso 
When compar·eci. to inservice home economics teachers observed by 
Jorgenson (1968), the control group was similar in amqunt of lecture 
to the mean of the first-year teachers, 4104.2 percent; while the student 
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teachers tl2 experimental group did less lecturing than the first-year 
teachers. The second-year teachers lectured more (mean, 51.00 percent) 
than either group of the student teachers in home economics:who were 
' ! 
observed iin this study. 
Results and Discussion -- Category Six .• 
Category six of Interaction Analysis represents the teacher's dir-
ections and commands with which the pupils are expected to comply. In 
this study student teachers used category six statements a small percent 
of the time . a.s ·-shown by the . f ollow:h:ng values; 
Control group 
Experimental group 
Mean 
1.19% 
0.59% 
Range 
0.06 - 3.07% 
0.06 - 1.64% 
The mean use of category six by the student teachers in the. con-
trol group was ne.13.rly double the mean use of category six by student 
teachers in the experimental group. However, the F ratio, 1.624, was 
not large ~nough for the difference to be considered significant at the 
.05 level. Student teachers in the control group had wider individual 
!• 
variations in use of category six· than student·· teachers in the exper-
im~ntal group. 
Amidon and Flanders (1967) have reported that considering an 
over-view of research investigat~ng learning of Interaction Analysis 
by student teachers, those who had instruction used fewer directions. 
than the student teachers who did not have the instruction. This trend 
would seem to be true for student teachers in this study. 
The student teachers in home economics used somewhat less direc-
tion-giving be~avior than comparable groups of secondary school stu-
dent teachers observed by Lohman, Ober, and Hough (1967), and 
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considerably less than elementary school student teachers observed by 
Kirk (1964)0 Means reported by Lohman, Obery and Hough wereg control 
group, L76 percent; experimental group, L08 percento Means which were 
reported by Kirk wereg control group, 5al.7 percent; experimental g:roup, 
3 o 40 percent o T'he difference between groups was signi.ficant in Kirk gs 
studyo 
When compared to averages for teachers as reported by Amidon and 
Flanders (1967)v the studen4 ~e~chers in this study were very low in 
use of category six, considerably lower than either the teachers con-
sidered di.rect (mean, about 8 percent) or the teachers considered indi-
rect (mean, abou.t 4 percent)o 
In this study student teachers in home economics apparently used 
few directions and commandsy with ten of the sixteen student teachers 
using thi.s behavior less than 1 percent of the recorded interaction 
timea One reason for the low recorded values may have been that activ-
ities such as making assignments, ~hich would be considered category 
six behavior, often occurred at the beginni.ng or the end of the class 
period and at times other than when di.scussion was being cortductedo 
Therefore, Inter;'action Analysis :r>ecording was not in progresso Also the 
pupils of the student teachers di.d not present any severe behavior pro-
blems at the time the observer was in the classroom so that the stu-
dent teachers di.d not use commands on any extended basis in order to 
gain pupil complianceo 
On the other hand, perhaps home economics teachers characteristic-
ally use little directive behavior. Jorgenson (1968) found that second-
yea.r teachers i.n home ~conomics used this category only Oa4l percent of 
the time, which was less than category six used by either group of 
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student teacherso The category six mean for firsjt-year teachers (LOO 
percent) ranked between the means of the two groups of student teachers 
in this stud.yo However 7 the home economics student teachers and exper-
i.enced teachers observed by Kalbfleisch (1967) used direction-giving 
l0o5 percent of the timeo The .high figure might be exp~cted in this 
particula.::r research, since Kalbfleisch recorded both discuss;ion ~d 
laboratory classe.s and significantly more ~rection~giVing was done in 
the laboratori.es than i.n the di.scussion classesa Separate means for the 
types of classe·s were not reportedo 
Results and Discussion -- Category Seven 
Criticism of pupils by the teacher is the main behavior which is 
recorded in category seven of Interaction Ana.lysi.so When it was used 
at all 9 criticism was used sparingly by the student teeachers in this 
study a Data from c.ombined ma.trices showg 
Control group 
Experimental group 
Mean 
Oo51% 
Oa29% 
Range 
OaOO - Ll.~ 
OaOO - L53% 
The mean a.mount of cri.ti.ci.sm used by the control. group was ! almost 
twice as high as the mean for the experimental. groupo Both groups used, 
small. amounts of cri.ti.cism and the pi.fference was. not signifi.cant o The 
F value was a86tL The cli.rection of the difference tends to follow the 
norm, as Amidon and Flanders (1967) have reported that student, teachers 
who ha.ve had i.nstru,cti.on i.n Interaction Analysis generally use less 
criticism than those who ha.ve not had the instruction. 
The range of percents of combined matrix va.lues i.n category seven 
was greater for student tea.chers i.n the experi.mentaI group than for stu-
dent teachers i.n the control group. Two student" teachers i.n the expe!'-
i.mental group and one i.n the control group .used no cri ti.ci.sm during the 
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time that they were observed. It is worth noting that seven of the 
eight teachers in the'experimental group used less than 0.30. percent of 
the interaction time in category seven. 
One reason for the low values for criticism was probably the fact 
that the student teachers were not experiencing any ma.jar behavior prob-
lems in their classrooms. Occasional whisperiJJg constituted the only 
distrubances observed by the researcher. Also~ the student teachers 
appeared to t:r.y hard not to criticize students' responses to questions. 
Instead they attempted to help students clarify their own answers 
thr~ugh use of restatements qf the st~dents' ideas or furtner question-
ing of the students in order that they might clarify their own ideas. 
Mean values in use of category seven by both groups pf student 
teachers in this study were smaller than the mean values for category 
seven use by student teachers observed by Kirk (1964) in the ele!llentary 
grades. Mean value for the control group of student teachers i.n his 
study was 1.29 percent. F'or the group nth lnt,eracti.on Analysis 
instruction the mean value was 0.86 percent. The difference was not 
significant. 
Category seven means for both groups of' student teachers i.n this 
study were very low compared to composite values for teachers as 
reported by Amidon and Flanders (1967). They have written that average 
-teachers use category seven statements 3 to 4 percent of the time; di-
rect teachers, 8 p~rcent of the time; and indirect teachers, 4 percent 
of the ti.me. The category seven means for student teachers i.n this 
study were al.so quite low when compared to means of 2 to 3 percent use 
of category seven by elementary teachers a.s reported by Furst and 
' 
Ami.don ( 1967) • 
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As with commandsy perhaps teachers in home economics use little 
criticismo Jorgenson (1968) reported mean percent use of category 
seven by first-year teachers as being Oo?O, with mean percent use by 
second-year teachers being L30o According to comparison of means, the 
student teachers in home economics observed in this study used less crit-
icism than either the first or second-year teachers in home economics 
observed by Jorgenson. 
Results and Discussion -- Category Eight, Category 
Ni.ne 7 and Total Student Talk 
Because categories eight and nine and the total student talk in the 
classroom are so interrelated, it appears to be logical to discuss them 
togethero Qategory eight statements included answers to teachers' 
questions which the teacher solicitedo 'I'hese were answers which a 
pupil gave when the teacher had called on her, but she had hot volun--
teered to answer. Short j predictable answers gi.ven by a pupil who had 
volunteered or by several class members speaking at the same time were 
also included in category eight. Category nine, pupil~initiated talk, 
included all other pupil talk not recorded in category eighto Student-
volunteered answers that included the student's own thoughts or ideas 
were recorded as category nine statementso All of the pupil statements 
which were "spoken out" in class wi.thout hand raising were included, in 
category nine. Any questions asked by students were also recorded as 
student-initiated talk. Total student talk was the percent of the 
total i.nteraction representing the sum of the tallies in categories 
e.ight and nine o 
So that the reader may compare the groups in relation to percents 
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in categories eight and nine and total student talk, the results for 
these categories have been shown togethero All data have been obtained 
from combined ma.tr:i.ces of individual tea.cherso 
Category eight resul,ts wereg 
Control group 
Experimental group 
Category nine results wereg 
Control group 
Experimental group 
Total student t'alk wasg 
Control group 
Experimental group 
Mean 
llo51% 
6044% 
Mean 
l.1o52% 
24o'74% 
Mean 
23003% 
31017% 
Range 
? 044 - l5aOl% 
L02 - 14021% 
R.B.n.ge 
L72 - l?o85% 
4o07 - 54045% 
Range 
15039 ·- 32015% 
13070 -· 68066% 
Observati.ons of the data regardi.ng student talk show three impor-
tant trendso The first trend observed i.s that there was mdre totaJ.. 
pupil talk in classes of student teachers who had studied Interaction 
Analysis than in classes of student teachers who had not sturu.ed Inter-
action Analysis o 'The mean di.fference was about 13 per0 cent, but was not 
great enough for si.gnifi.cance at the 005 level. -· F" rati.o, L230o 
'I'he second important observation is that the distribution of 
pupil talk i.n categories eight and ni.ne was different for tt:te control 
group and the experimental group. Classes of the teachers in the con-
~rQl group had nearly the same amount of category e~ght talk as category 
ni.ne talko However, the pupil talk i.n classes of the student teachers 
in the experimental. group was self-i.ni.tiated nearly four ti.mes as often 
as i. t was teacher-ini.tiatedo 
When means of the two group& a.re compared, the control group had 
a.bout twice as much category eight student tal.k in thei.r classes as the 
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experimenta=I-,. groupo The di.fference was signifi.cant at the 005 level, 
the F ratio being 409770 
When means of the two groups are compared in category nine, the 
opposite trend is apparent o Pupils i.n classes of student teachers in 
the experimental group used category nine statements more than twice as 
much as pupils in classes of student teachers in the control groupo 
'I'he difference was very close to being significant at the 005 leveL 
'Yhe F ratio was 4" 508 with an F' of 406 being needed for $ignificanceo. 
The third major observation is that for all three aspects of 
pupil talk the range of percents was greater in classes of student 
teachers in the experimental. group than in classes of student teachers 
in the control groupo In fact, there \'fas a 54096 percent difference in 
the amount of total student talk between the student te&cher i.n the 
experimental group who had the most student ta~.k and the student 
teacher who had the least student talk as shown by their combined 
matriceso 
According to composite vaTue.s for teachers as reported by Ami.don 
and Flanders (1967), average teachers have about 16 percent category 
eight student talk in thei.r classrooms y with little di.fference between 
classrooms of di.re ct and indi.rect teachers o The pupils of· first-year 
and second·~year home economics teachers in the study by ~forgenson (1968) 
used category eight statements 23000 percent and 2004.0 percent 1 respec-
tivelya Compared to these means, percent of cat~gory eight statements 
was low in classes of student teachers in both groups in the study,, 
No data comparable to that found for in.service teachers for categories 
eight and nine were found for student tea:cherso 
The e.xperimental group of student teachers had a much high~r 
percent of pupi1-i.ni.tiated talk in their classrooms than did inservi.ce 
teachers observed by Jorgenson (1968) or teachers in the composites 
reported by Arni.don and Flanders (1967). Amidon and Fl.anders reported 
that average teachers have about 8 percent student-initiated talk in 
their classrooms, with little difference existing between the classrooms 
of direct and indirect teachers. Both groups of student teachers had 
more category nine talk than this. Category nine statements represertted 
16.00 and.13.90 percent of interaction in classes ,of the first and 
second-year home economics teachers observed by Jorgenson. The student 
teachers in the control group had somewhat less category nine talk than 
this whi.le the classes of the experimental group had much more. 
'.I'otal pupil talk reported by other researchers has varied so. much 
from study to study that it is difficult to draw conclusi.ons as to 
whether total pupil talk i.n classes of the student teachers i.n home 
economics is average, above average, or below average. As far as 
instruction in Interaction Analysis is concerned, the trend has been 
the same as it was i.n this study, i..e., there was more total pupi.l talk 
in classes of student teachers who had Interaction Anal,ysis instruction 
than in cla:sses of student teachers who did not have Int~raction Anal-
ysis ~nstruction. Means for student teachers in other studies were~ 
Lohman, Ober, and Hough (i9o7) secondary school student teachers. --
untrained 25.29 percent, trained 30.76 percent; Furst (1967) secondary 
school student teachers in English and social stud;i..e~ - untrained 
21.05 percent, trained 25.55 percent; Kirk (1964) elementary school stu-
dent teachers -- untraid.ed 31.49 percent, trained 40.63 percent. It can 
be seen that the student teachers in home economics compared favorably 
in amount of pupil talk in their classrooms with the other secondary 
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school student teachersy but had less pupil talk than the elementary 
school student teachers with comparable Interaction Analysis instruction 
When compared to Flanders I rule of two-thirds in which students 
talk one-thi.rd of the class time 1 pupils of student teachers in this 
stud.y had a low amount of pupil talko However, if one uses other 
information by .Amidon and Flanders (1967) which says that teachers gen-
erally have about 24 percent student talk in their classrooms, then the 
classrooms of the student teachers in the control group were average 
and the classrooms of th'e student teachers in the experimental group 
above average in amount of student talko Pupils of the student teach-
ers in this study di.d not talk as much as pupils of teachers considered 
superior by Flanders (1961) and Amidon and Giammateo (1967)0 In both of 
these studi.es students of superior teachers talked about 40 percent of 
the ti.meo 
When compared to classes of other home economics teachers, pupils 
of the student teachers in this study talked more than pupils of teach-
ers in the research. by Kalbfleisch. (1967) who found average student 
talk to be sli.ghtly less than 20 percento However, pupils of the 
inservice teachers in the study by Jorgenson (1968) talked somewhat 
more than pupils of student teachers in the experimental group and 
much more than pupils of student teachers in the control groupo Pupil 
talk means in the Jorgenson study we_re 39000 pereent for first-year 
teachers and 34030 percent for second-year teacherso 
Results and Di.scussion -- Catego£Y '.I'en 
Category ten of Interaction .Analysis indicates silence or confu-
si.on i.n the classroomo According to combined matrices, use of category 
t~n by· student teachers i.n this study wa.s~ 
Co,ntrol. group · 
· Experimental group 
Mean 
llo53% 
9049% 
Range 
JoJl 28063% 
4o09 ~ 22000% 
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'I'he control group of student tea.chers had slightly more silence 
and confusion in their classroom than the experiment,al groupo 'rl:1e 
difference· was statistically very small, the. F ratio being o 308 u The 
range o.f percents in category ten was greater for the control group than 
the experimental group" 
In only two cases did the amount of silence or confusion appear to 
be excessive for the lessons being ta.ughto On one .of the days that 
teacher C of the control group was observed 1 she conducted the lesson 
in a very slow and halti.ng mannero Pauses seemed to be excessively 
longo 'I'eacher C had the highest use of category ten by a teacher in 
the control group, 2EL63 percent of the class timeo 'I'here was also what 
appeared to be undue confusion at times i.n the cl.asses of teacher J of 
the experimental group o She used 22 o 00 pereent of interacU.on time i.n 
. category teno For the most part, howeverj the tallies in category ten 
were for silences occurring naturally in th.e conduct of the classeso 
Very often the si.lences were pau.ses during which the teacher was writing 
on the chalk boardo 
'I'he means of category ten for student teachers in thi.s study were 
similar to means observed for other student teachers by Lohman 9 Ober, 
and Hough (1967) and Kirk (1964) o In both of t;hese studi.es the student 
teachers who had Interaction Analysis instruction used less time in 
category ten than student teacI-rnrs wi.thout the instruction, but di.f-
ferences between groups were not signi.fi.cant o Means .for the secondary 
school student teachers in the study by Lohman~ Ober, and Hough were~ 
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control group, 10049 percent; experimental group, 9.41 percent. Means 
for the elementary school student teachers i.n the study by Kirk werei 
control group, llo99 percent; experimental group, 6066 percent. 
If one looks a.t the rule of two-thi.rds (Amidon and F'l.anders, 1967), ' 
th.en 33 percent of the time would be expected to be recorded i.n category 
ten. This seems very hi.gh, and the writer tends to interpret this fig-
ure as meaning one-third of over-all c;;lassroom tiine., not just the time 
spent in .discussion peri.ods. Flanders, and Arrlidon al.so have said that 
category ten values tend to be higher for direct than indi.rect teacherso 
Furst and Amidon (:;l .. 967) found that elementary school teachers had 
silence or confusion in their cla~ses 15 to 25 percent of the time, 
whi.ch i.s a higher percentage than that of either group of student 
teachers i.n this study. 
Student teachers in this study ha.d about twice as much silence and 
confusion in their classes as did the i.nservice teachers in home econ-
omics observed by Jorgenson (1968)0 In her study mean use of category 
' 
ten by fi.rst-year teachers was 5.00 percent, while mean use by second-
year teachers was 4o33 percent. In the study of home economics teach.,.. 
ers conducted by Kalbfleisch (1967') mean value for silence and confu-
sion was about 10 percent, an amount similar to that of student teach-
e~s in the current research • 
. Results and Discussion -- Teacher Talk 
Total teacher talk in.eludes categories one through seven. of 
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Interaction Analysis. Total percent teacher talk for student teachers 
in this study was: 
Control group 
Experimental group 
Mean 
65-44% 
59°34% 
Range 
54.61 - 78oJl% 
26.27 - 80074% 
Total teacher talk was somewhat higher for the control group than 
the experime,ntal group, but the statistical difference as measured by the 
F ratio, .705, was yery small. The range in perGent use of teacher talk 
< 
was much larger for teachers in the experimental group than for teachers 
in the control group. 
Mean percent teacher talk by groups was similar to tpe teacher 
talk of secondary school student teachers observed by Lohman, Ober, 
and Hough (1967)0 Means reported in their study wereg control group, 
64033 percent; experimental group, 60oll percento 
Mean values obtained by Furst (1967) for total. teacher talk wer,e 
similar in size to values in this study but the differences were in the 
opposite directiono Subjects of the study were student teachf:)rs in 
English and social studies i.n secondary schools. .The mean a.mount of 
teacher talk for student teachers wi.tnout Interaction Analysis instruc-
ti.on was 57 o 9 percent; for student teachers with Interaction Analysis 
instruction before student teaching, 660? percent. The elementary 
school student teachers in the study by Kirk (1964) used less tea.cher 
talk than the secondary school student teachers in this study and the 
Furst (1967) and Lohman, Ober, and Hough (1967) studieso Means for th~ 
elementary school student teachers we.re 56004 percent for the untrained 
group and 52071 percent for the trained groupo As in the current study, 
differences between groups were not signi.fi.cant i.n the studies by LC:,hman 
and others, Furst, and Kirko 
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If Flanders (1961) rule of two-thirds is used, then teachers a~e 
expected to talk. about 67 percent of the interaction time, an average 
very similar to the control group mean. Teachers in the experimental 
group talked somewhat less than this average. Teachers considereo. supe-
rior by Flanders (1961) talked 50 to 60 percent of the time. The 
teachers considered superior by pri.ncipals and supervisors in the study 
by Amidon and Gi.arnrnateo (1967) talked only about 40 percent of the itime 
as compared to average teachers i.n thei.r study who talked about 52 per-
cent of the time. 
Teacher talk by student teachers in this study was not too differ-
ent than that of other home economics teachers observed by J'orgenson 
(1968) and Kalbfleisch (1967). The first-year teachers observed by 
Jorgenson had a mean percent teacher talk of 56.00; the second-year 
teachers had a mean percent teacher talk of 61.37 percento Experi-
enced teachers and student teachers i.n home economics observed by 
Kalbfleisch talked over 60 percent of the time. 
Results and Discussion-:- I/D Ratios 
The I/Dor Indirect/Direct ratio is the statement of the :relation-
ship between the total of the teacher's indirect statements (categories 
one through four) and the total of the teacher 1.s direct ftatements ( cat-
ego:ries five through eight). A detailed explanation of the I/D ratio 
an,d its interpretation is given on pag~ 420 If an I/D ratio i.s LOO, 
then the teacher used the same amount of time i.n making direct state-
ments as in maki.ng indirect statementso I/D ratios smaller than LOO 
i.ndica.te more direct than indirect statements by the teacher; those 
I 
larger than LOO i,ndicate more i.ndireet than direct teacher statements. 
'I'heref ore, the hi.gher the I./D rati.o, the more indirect the teacher is 
in over-all influenceo Accordi.ng to the rule of two-thirds which 
Flanders (1961) observed from studying numerous teachers, it would.be 
expected that two-thirds of the time that a teacher talks, she would be 
using di.rect influence ( categories five through seven) o This would be 
equivalent to an I/D ratio of Oo5o 
I/D ratios obtained from combined matrices of teachers i.n this 
study wereg 
Control group 
Experimental group 
Mean 
00508 
Ll.42 
Range 
00299 - 0.737 
0.253 - 3.112 
The mean I/D ratio of teachers in the experimeRtal group was 
three times as indirect as the mean I/D ratio of teachers in the control 
groupo Because of the wide variability of individuals within the 
groups, the F.' ratio, 20053, was not significant. The range of percents 
was much wider between the high and low i.ndi. viduals in the experimental 
group than between the high and .low indi.vi.daal.s in the control groupo 
As far as I/D ratios are concerned, student teachers in this study who 
had instruction in Interaction Analysis; did not tend to teach with the 
same over-all pattern. 
If Flanders' (1961) norm of Oo5 I/D ratio for teachers is used as 
a standard, then the mean I/D ratio of the control group was average, 
and the mean I/D ratio of the e~rimental group was much more i:pdi.-
rect than average., Furst and .Amidon found that mean I/D ratios were 
from 0.60 to L4 for elementary school teachers, with means varying by 
grade level and subject:o The mean I/D ratio of student teachers in the 
control group was similar to the lower val.ue , while the mean I/D ratio 
of student teachers i.n the experimental group was somewhat smaller than 
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the higher value i.n this observation of elementary school teachers" 
The high school Engli.sh · teachers consi.dered di.rect by Johns (1968)' 
had a mean I/D ratio of 00342, lower than either of the groups of stu-
dent teachers in this studyo The indirect teachers in the study by 
Johns had a mean I/D ratio of 4.341, much more indirect than.the mean 
I/D ratio of either group of student teachers in this study. 
The mean I/D ratios of groups of student teachers in this study 
were more indirect than the mean I/D ratio of either group of inservice 
teachers in home economics observed by Jorgenson (19.68). In her study 
' : 
first-year teachers had a mean I/D rat:io of 00288, while second-year 
teachers had a mean I/D ratio of Ool57~ 
When compared to .. the elementary school student teachers observed 
by Kirk, the student teachers in home economics were much more indirect. 
Kirk found that the mean I/D ratio of student teachers without Inter-
action Analysis instruction was Oo74; for student teachers with Inter-
action Analysis instruction the mean I/D ratio was 0.730 LaShier and 
Westmeyer (1967) observed student teachers teaching eig?th-grade bio-
logical science. The I/D ratios for these student teachers who had had 
no instruction in Interaction Analysis varied from 00223 to Oo903o The 
mean was 00545, very similar to tpe mean I/D ratio for student teachers 
in the control group in this stud.yo 
Results a.nd Di.scussion -- Revised I/D Ratios .. 
The revised I/D ratio indicates the relationship between those 
teacher control and motivating statements that are indirect (categories 
one, two, and three) and those that are di.re ct ( categories six and 
seven). It may be recal.led that these indirect categories include 
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those teacher statements of acceptance of s.tudent emotions, praise, 
and acceptance, use, and/or clarification of student ideas" The direct 
control categories r~present mainly the teacher's commands and criti.-
cismo A detailed discussion of the computation and interpretation of 
. ' 
revised I/D ratios is given on pages 42 and 43. A revised I/D ratio of 
1.0 indicates that the teacher ·µsedan equal amount of time making indi-
rect control and motivating statements (categories one, two, and three) 
and direct control and motivating statements (categories six and seven)~ 
A re.vised I/D ratio greater than 1. 00 indicates that the teacher used 
more indirect than direct control and motivating statements. For in-
stance, a revi.sed I/D ratio of 5.0 shows that. the teacher had five 
times as many tallies in categories one, two, and three as she had in 
categories five and six. Revised I/D ratios smaller than 1.0 indicate 
more direct than indirect motivation and control statementso 
In research ci.ted in Chapter II, i.t was generally the revised I/D 
ratio that seemed to be the measure of the directness and indi.rectness 
of teacher influence patterns which correlated most closely to student 
attitudes and achi.evement. Revised I/D rati.os which were considered 
to be indirect were related to higher pupil achievement and more posi.-
ti.ve pupil attitudes than revised I/D ratios that were considered to pe 
direct. 
Revised I/D ratios obtained from combined matrices for student 
teachers in this study wereg 
Control group 
Experimental group 
Mean 
100194 
19.640 
Range 
1. 222 -· 40 0 667 
2.730 - 35.500 
The most important fi.ndi.ng of this study concerning revised I/D 
ratios was that both groups of student teachers were highly indirect. 
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When individual revi.sed I/D ratios from combined matrices are examined, 
it can b'3 seen that every student teacher, regardless of her group, used 
more indirect than di.rect control and motivating statementso The very 
low use of statements in categories six and seven helps to account for 
the very high revised I/D ratioso 
A comparison of the two groups shows that the mean revised I/D 
ratio for student teachers in the experimental group was nearly twice 
as large as the mean revi.sed I/D ratio of student teachers in the con-
trol groupa However, because of the wide differences between i.ndivid-
uals within the groups, the F' ratio, la861, was not large enough to be 
signif'icanto T'he range of revised I/D ratios for individuals in both 
groups was very large, but the difference between the highest and 
lowest individuals in the control group (39.445) was larger than the 
difference between the highest and lowest individuals in the experi-
mental group (32. 770). According to revised I/D ratios neither student 
teachers in the control group nor student teachers in the experimental 
group tended to al.1 ·teach alike" 
Mean revised I/D ratios for both groups of student teachers i.n 
home economics were more i.ndirect than mean revised I/D ratios of groups 
of either student teachers or inservice teachers observed by other 
investigators. The only study which reported mean revi.sed I/D ratios 
higher than 7a0 was the study of secondary school student teachers by 
Lohman, Ober, and Hough (1967)0 In their study the mean revised J/D 
ratio of the group of student teachers without instruction in Inter-
action Analysis was 7007. The mean revised I/D ratio of student teach-
ers with Interaction Analysis instruction was 8.750 In the research 
by Kirk (1964) mean revi.sed I/D ratios of elementary school student 
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teachers were much smaller than the mean revised I/D ratios of groups of 
student teachers in thi.s studyu 'l'he mean revised I/D ratio for the 
experimental group of elementary school student teachers was lo8.3, 
while the mean revised I/D ratio for the control group was l "24.o 
LaShier and Westmeyer (1967) four1d that student teacher0 s in eighth-grade 
biological science who had no Interaction Analysis instruction had a 
mean revised I/D ratio of L 076 o 
The student teachers in this study had much higher revised I/D 
ratios than inservi.ce teachers observed by other investigatorso In 
Flanders! research with junior high school teachers as reported in 1964, 
direct teachers had mean revised I/D ratios between OoOl and 2o00 with 
most of the revi.sed I/D ratios being below 0.4. Teachers were consid-
ered indirect if their over-all revised I/D ratios were L37 or aboveo 
'I'he student teachers in this study were more indirect than the twelfth-
grade physics teachers considered to be superior by Pankratz (1967)0 
The mean revi.sed I/D ratio of these superior teachers was 60250 
Also, the student teachers in home economics were much more indi.-
rect in their control and motivation than the inservice teachers in 
home economics observed by aorge:r;1Son (1968). The mean revised I/D · 
ratio for the first-year teachers was L 68 ,j while the mean revi.sed I/D 
ratio for the second-,year teachers was 10170 These mean values were 
lower than the revi.sed I/D ratio of the mo.st direct teacher in the 
experimental groupo All individual student teachers in this study had 
higher revi.sed I/D ratios than the mean for second-year teacherso 
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Grade Point Average and Teaching Pattern 
One question of the problem was~ Is there a relationship between 
teaching pattern and grade point average? '.I'o answer this quest.ion, 
the Pearson Product Moment Correlation technique was used to find the 
correlation between grade point average (GPA) and teacher talk, student 
talk, I/D ratio , and revi.sed I/D ratio for each group of student teach-
ers o The over-all grade point average earned prior to the student 
teaching semester was used in the analysis. 
There was little difference between mean grade point averages of 
the two groups" The mean grade point average of the control group was 
2.8560 Mean grade point average of the e~perimental group was 207870 
The F ratio denoting difference between groups was very small, 0058. 
The Pearson r values of correlation coeffici.ents between grade 
point average and the selected aspects of verbal teaching behavi.or • are 
given in Table Vo A Pearson r value of LO denotes absolute positive 
correlation; -LO denotes absolute negative correlation; and OaO shows 
no correlationo 
Accordi.ng to correlation coefficients, for student teachers 
observed in this study there was no relationship between grad,e point 
average and either teacher talk, student talk, I/D ratio, or revised 
I/D ratioo As shown in Tab.le V, all correlation values for both groups 
of student teachers were very smalL None approached significance at 
the 005 leveL These findings were different from results of the study 
by Wilk and Edson (1963) who found that a high sophomore grade point 
average was signi.fi.cantly related to indirect teaching patterns of stu-
dent teachers in elementary school.so 
TABLE v· 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS F'OR GRADE POINT AVERAGES 
AND SELECTED ASPECTS OF VERBAL' BEHAVIOR 
Pearson r ValueJt. 
8? 
Correlated Items Control Group Experimental Group 
GPA and Teacher Talk 
GPA and Student Talk 
GPA 'and I/D Ratio 
GPA and Revised I/D Ratio 
Ou296 
oo332 
-00290 
'Oo339 
*r of Ou 707 needed for signi.ficance at the 005 level 
-Oa281 
0.080 
Oal95 
-00012 
Evaluati.on of Interaction Analysis Instruction 
The instruction in Interaction Analysis for the student teachers 
in the experimental. group has been described in Chapter III, pages 47 
through 490 After the four-week portion of the class which included 
the Interaction Analysis instruction was completed, the prospective 
student teachers were asked to answer questions on an eval.uation form. 
The questions have been listed on page 10 5 of Appendix Ao Students were 
requested to omit names from their papers so that they woul.d be encour-
aged to be honest in their evaluations" 
In almost all cases answers to the questi.ons incli.cated very posi-
tive attitudes toward the entire four-weeks' i.nstructiono Students gen-
erally expressed enthusiastic comments about all of the learning expe-
erienceso Al.1 of the students answereq., .the first question by saying 
that, yes,. they did feel more prepared to teach than they had felt four 
weeks earliero ' 
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Two questions pertained to the learning of Interaction Analysiso 
The first wasg With some review of lhe Role of the Teacher in the 
Classroom, do you feel that you can use Interaction Analysis to evaluate 
your own teaching'? All answered the question affirmativelyo A few 
students added the comment that they would need more prq.ctice to be 
· very efficient o 
The second question about Interaction Analysis was~ What comments 
do you have on Interaction Analysis? Nearly all of the twenty:..seven 
students wrote commentso Only one of the responses was considered to 
be negati.ve in regard to learning Interaction Analysis. This person 
wrote that she "didn't feel that it was ~eally necessary for knowing 
your style of teaching unless you were just unable to adequately eval-
uate yourself." This particular student identified herself to the 
instructor.o She was not a member of the group of teachers who had 
previously been chosen for the experimental sampleo On this question 
also, some students commented that they di.d not have as much practice 
in Interaction Analysis as they would have liked to haveo 
Twenty of the twenty-seven prospective student teachers wrote 
comments which indi.cated that they were enthusia~ti.cally in favor of 
instruction in Interaction Analysiso A few of the comments are given 
' 
here in the student's own phrasing. "-worthwhile and. effective way to 
analyze your classroom behavior -·- It makes me aware of the different 
types of teacher-student communications and motivates one to con-
sciously try to employ those that are considered conducive to [a] 
good learning ,env:i.ronmenta" "It is a very e_:ffective way to evaluate , 
yourself and the type of teachir;i.g we will be doing - what type of 
instructor we might expect to be. I like it -- I wish we would have 
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had time to do more." "It was time consuming, but was very beneficial 
and interesting to see the results." "Since behavioral changes are so 
important to learning, the analysis gives you foundation on which to 
build your structure of teaching so that you will have interaction i.n-
stead of just giving out information. The responsibilities we have to 
produce independent students are so great. ." nTo be able to pre-
sent a lesson and be able to analyze it is one qf the ,most important 
parts of teaching. I personally would like to see a full eight weeks 
or more devoted to interaction analysis.," 
The other questions in the evaluation did not pertain to Inter-
action Analysis. They were answered in a manner which indi.cated that 
students ha.d very positive feelings about the course content and learn-
ing experiences. The most frequently written suggestion for improve-
ment was to have a longer time period for the course. 
The writer, who also served as instructor, can add her favorable 
comments about the course. :rt appeared that instruction in. Interaction 
Analysis helped student teachers to view their behavior in a more objec-
tive manner than would have been possible without the instruction. 
The course, Techniques and Materials in Home Ec.onomics Education, 
which immedi.ately preceded the student teaching experience was an 
appropriate pla.ce for the instruction. The primary change that the 
instructor would make would be to allow somewhat more in-class ti.me 
for Interaction Analysis st1,1dy. The prospective student teachers were 
always co operative and participated i.n al.l lea.J;'ning experiences with 
interest and enthusiasmo 'I'he teaching experience was very rewarding. 
CHAPTER. V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study wa.s an investigation of the effect of tea.ching Inter-; 
action Analysis to student teachers in home economics on their verbal 
behavior in the classroomo Answers to the followi.ng questions were 
soughtg What are the verbal teaching patterns of student teachers in 
home economics who have not had instruction in Interaction Analysis? 
What are the teaching patterns of student teachers in home economics 
who have had.instruction in Interaction Analysis? What are the dif-
ferences in teaching patterns between the two groups? Is there a 
.I 
relationship between teaching pattern and grade poi.ht average? Is 
Interaction Analysis a useful. component of teacher preparati.on in home 
economics? 
Research by other investigators has indicatedthat teachers whose 
influence patterns were indirect were able to be the most flexible in 
their teachingo. Students of indi.rect teachers generally made greater 
achievement gains and showed more positive attitudes toward the teacher 
and their school work than students of direct teachers. 
Considering an.1 over-all view of studies reported in the litera-
ture, those student teachers who had instruction in Interacti.on Analy-
sis were more indi.rect in their teaching patterns than other student 
teacherso '!'hose student teachers with the instruction tended to use 
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less directive and critical behavior and more accepting behavior than 
student teachers without Interaction Analysis instructiono 
Two random samples of student teachers in home economics were 
observed using Interacti.on Analysis" The eight student teachers i.n the 
control group had no instruction in Interaction Analysis, while the 
eight student teachers.in the.experimental group had studied Interaction 
Analysis prior to their student ·teaching experienceo 
For student te'achers observed· in this study, in only two categories 
of Interaction Analysi.~ was · there a significant difference bet.ween 
groups. Mean percent use of.statements in category three (acceptance, 
clarification, and use of student ideas) by student teachers in the 
experimental group was more than twice as large as mean percent use 
by student teachers in the control groupo The difference was signi.f-
icant at the 0005 levelo 
Although there was more total pupil talk in classes of student 
teachers in the experimental group, category eight pupil talk (teacher-
initiated) was significantly greater in classes of student teachers in 
the control groupo The significance level was .05o 
There were some di.fferences in means for other aspects of verbal 
behavior, but because of the small number of subjects and the wide 
variability among subjects withirl. the groups, the F values were not sig-
nificanto These trends are, however, wo,rth ~oting. Differences be-
tween groups were generally ir;i the direction observed by other research-
ers who had studied student teachers with and without instruction in 
Interacti.on Analysis o 
Though both means were very small~ ·the mean use of statements i.n 
category one (acceptance of students' feelings) was more than. four 
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times as large for student teachers in the experimental group as for stu-
dent teachers in the control group. Only two of eight student teachers 
in the control group used any category one statements, while six of 
eight student teachers in the experimental group used category one 
statements. 
The control group had somewhat greater mean use of category two 
(praise) and category seven (criticism) than the experimental group. 
Mean use of directi.on-gi ving and commands ( category six) by the control 
group: was nearly double the mean use by the experimental groupo 
Differences between means for the groups were relatively small 
for categories four (questioning), five (lecture), and ten (silence and 
confusion). In al~. three o~ these categories student teachers in the 
control group used slightly.greater percents of total behavior than did 
., 
student te~chers i.n the experimental group. Total teacher talk :did not 
vary greatly between the two groups, but the student teachers i.n the 
control group talked somewhat more than the student teachers in the 
experimental group. 
Total pupil talk and types of pupil talk were different for classes 
of student teachers in the two groups. According to mean values·, there 
was more total pupil talk in classes of student teachers who had 
studied Interaction Analysis than in classes of 1;1tudent teachers ~ho 
had not studied Interaction Analysis. The distribution of pupil talk 
in categories eight (.teacher-initiated pupil talk:) an9, nine (self;.. 
initiated pupil talk) 'wa:s different f,or the control group and the 
experimental group. Classes of the t:eachers in the control group had 
nearly the same amount of category ei,ght talk as category nine talk. 
. . ' 
H'owever, the pupil talk in classes of the student teachers i.n the 
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experimental group was self-initiated nearly four times as often as it 
was teacher-initiatedo When.means of the two groups.were further com-
pared, the control group had about twice as much category eight student 
.talk in their classes as di.d the experimental group, a difference which 
was significanto Pupils of teachers in the experimental group used 
category nine statements more than twice as much as pupils i.n cla.sses 
of student teachers in the control groupo 
Considering all areas of·teacher talk, the experimental group 
used more indirect than direct statements, a factor which was reflected 
in their mean I/D ratio of lol42o This I/D ratio was more than twice 
as large as the mean for the controlgroup, 0.5080 
When revised I/D ratios are .considered, both groups were very 
indirecto However? the mean revised I/D ratio for teachers in the· 
experimental group (190640) was nearly twi.ce as indirect as the mean 
revised.I/D ratio for the teachers in the control group (10ol94)o 
Special instruction in Interaction Analysis did not cause the 
student teachers in the experimental group to teach alike. Range of 
percent use was greater for the student teachers' in the exper·imental 
group than for student teachers in the control group in categor:Les one, 
two, three, four 9 .five, seven, eight, and nine; in total pupil talk; 
and in total teacher talko The range of I/D ratios was also greater 
for student teachers in the ·experi.mer1tal group than for stuqent teach-
ers in the control group. 'I'he range· of percents of behavior in cate-
, gory ten and the range of revised I/D ratios were large for teachers in 
the experimental group, but not as wide as ranges for teachers i.n the 
control groupo In only two categories, six and seven, did the 
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individuals in the experimental group appear to be similar in their 
teaching behavior. All of them used criticism and commands very 
sparingly. 
When comp~red to other student teachers and inservice teachers, 
the student teachers in home economics in both groups had very indirect 
revised I/D ratios. Use of criticism and commandS"was low by student 
teachers in both groups. The classes of the experinental group had a 
large mean percent of student-initiated talk when compared to means of 
classes ofother teachers. In other aspects of verbal behavior the 
student teachers in home economics were not widely different from other 
teachers. 
No significant correlations were found between grade point aver-
. ages and either student talk, teacher talk, I/D ratios, or revised I/D 
ratios. In fact, all of these correlation coefficients were ~maller 
than 0,34. 
In the opinion of the writer, the instruction in Interaction Analy-
sis was wqrthwhile. This recommendation must be based primarily on 
experiences in teaching the course rather than the research data. The 
course received very favorable evaluation from the student teachers. 
The investigator believes that study of Interaction Analysis helped stu-
dent teachers to view their behavior in a more objective manner than 
would have been possible without the instruction. It is recommended 
that instruction in Interaction Analysis be retained as part of the 
preservice preparation for student teachers in home economics at Okla-
homa State University. The course, Techniques and Materials in Home 
Economics Education, is an appropriate place for the inclusion of this 
instruction. 
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The student teachers in the experimental group were significantly 
more indirect than student teachers in the control group in only one 
aspect of verbal behavior. The group of student teachers with Inter-
action Analysis instruction used significantly more acceptance, use, and 
clarification of student ideas than the student teachers in the control 
group. Other aspects of verbal behavior, when considered together, also 
indicate a greater tendency toward indirect behavior by teachers in the 
experimental group when compared to teachers in the control group. 
Although differences were not significant, when means are compared stu-
dent teachers in home economics with instruction in Interaction Analy-
sis used more acceptance of student feeling, less criticism and direc-
tion-giving behavior, had more indirect I/D ratios and revised I/D 
ratios, and had more total pupil talk and self-initiated pupil talk in 
their classrooms than did student teachers in home econamics without 
Interaction Analysis instructiono Perhaps more student teachers with 
instruction in Interaction Analysi~ c~n be observed in future semesters 
to see if these patterns are typicalo 
A follow-up study of home econimics teachers who have had Inter-
action Analysis instruction would be desirable. What will their verbal 
behavior patterns be when they are inservice teachers? How will these 
behavior patterns differ from those of student teachers who had Inter-
action Analysis instruction? Will the inservice teachers use Inter-
action Analysis to study the interaction in their classrooms?. What will 
be the effects of their verbal behavior on:the achievement and attitudes 
of the students in their classes? 
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TALLY MATRIX 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 
l--t-......+--+-----'-----1---'----'--------l--~i------.l 
2 
t----t---+---+----+-----t--'--l--f----+------if------1 
3 
l----t---t---t----+--------t--'--t--f----+------ir------1 
4 
5 
6 
1--t-......+--+-----+-----t--'--t---f----+------lf----~ 
7 1--+--+--+----+---+--+-~-------+--~f--~ 
8 
9 
10 
TOTAL 
PERCENT 
WORK MATRIX 
Teachers's name 
--------
Observer's name . -------
1 2 3 4 5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
.. 
I/D Ratio 
% Teacher Talk 
Time 
------
6 7 8 
Revised I/D Ratio 
% Student Talk 
9 
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10 
-
.. Tally 
Matrix 
.. 
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QUF;S'l'IONS FOR STUDENT EVALUATION 
1. Do you feel better prepared to teach than you did four weeks ago? 
2. With some review of The Role of the Teacher in the Classroom do 
you feel that you caii"'use Interaction Analysis to evaluate your 
own teaching. 
3. What comments do you have on Interaction Analysis? 
4. Were the individual presentations valuable to you? What sugges-
tions can you make. to improve their worth? 
5. Was the video-tape va,luable for self-evaluation? the tape 
recorder? 
6. What suggestions do you have to make this course more valuable? 
7. Are the handouts from the teacher and students valuable? 
8. Is discussions of situations valuable? 
9. Is the exchange of ideas for learning experiences worthwhile? 
10. Which learning activity (or activities) was (were) most valuable 
to you? 
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i:' i:' t' 
~i .... ~it'.Z "#..i<"'\ 
+' ..., ..., 
al .. .. 0 0 0 
Teacher A 
Visit I .oo 2.77 .62 
Visit II .oo 5.61 .47 
Combined .oo 4.83 .51 
Teacher B 
Visit I .oo 6.20 2.11 
Visit II .oo 5.23 2.38 
Combined .oo 5.72 2.24 
Teacher C 
Visit I .oo 4.36 2.09 
Visit II .oo 2.43 1.09 
Combined .oo 3.22 l.50 
Teacher D 
Visit I .oo 3.51 .23 
Visit II .oo 4.30 3.10 
Combined .oo 3.90 l.65 
Teacher E 
Visit I .oo 1.72 .34 
Visit II .oo 3.48 3.13 
Combined .oo 3.04 2.43 
Teacher F 
Visit I .51 3.55 5.08 
Visit II .oo 5.54 .62 
Combined .25 4.56 2.81 
Teacher G 
Visit I .oo 2.89 l.19 
Visit II .oo l.55 2.71 
Combined .00 2.48 l.65 
Teacher H 
Visit I .oo 6.19 3.76 
Visit II .13 4.29 3.03 
Combined .06 5.26 3.40 
'rABLE VI 
INTERACTION ANALYSIS RE.SUI.TS OBTAINED FROM 
OBERVATIONS OF '1'IIE CONTROL GIIOUP 
i:' t' i:' t' i:' t' 
~ei~ 
~ei"' ~&J...o ~ir--- ~:U> ~:O' ., ., a, 
+' +'. +' +' 
~-
.. .. .. 
+' +' 
0 0 .. .. 0 0 0 
8.31 24.92 5.85 .92 J.08 27.38 
18.81 33.64 .12 .23 19.16 7.83 
15.92 31.24 1.69 .42 14.73 13.21 
12.51 43.16 .94 .23 5.26 14.62 
21.28 46.14 .oo .95 9.87 9.27 
16.86 44.6.3 .47 .59 7.55 11.97 
21.29 27.05 2.79 .52 24.78 l.05 
17.23 33.13 .24 .36 5.95 2.18 
18.90 30 • .64 l.29 .43 13.67 l.72 
ll.94 34.43 6.09 l.17 12.41 26.93 
20.29 32.22 .oo l.19 16.23 8.59 
16.08 33.33 3.07 l.18 14.30 17.85 
2.75 71.48 4.47 .oo 2.06 6.87 
12.30 38.63 .35 1.39 u.25 18.21 
9.89 46.92 l.39 l.04 8.93 \ 15.35 
12.94 45.30 .13 .13 7.61 20.94 
8.74 73.65 .oo .12 7.27 l.23 
1.0.81 59,69 .06 .13 7.44 10.94 
7.82 60;88 .17 .oo 16.84 3.06 
13.57 56.59 .39 .oo 10.85 7.36 
9.58 59.57 .24 .oo 15.01 4.37 
20.63 36.29 l.21 .oo 15.05 9.59 
18.43 38.76 .00 .51 5.68 24.24 
19.55 37.50 .62 .25 10.46 16.77 
i:' 0 ..... .. +' 
... +' 
"'-:'~ a, ~!i a, al ,ill.<: 0 mi,:: i~ ]~ i:,:;1 "!,;!,::, +' .. -;::.~ a>·'· 0 a:,e-, i>::H 
26.15 43.38 30.46 .369 .500 
14.14 58.88 26.99 .732 17-3.33 
17.44 54.61 27.94 .629 2.520 
14.97 65.15 19.88 .470 7.100 
4.88 .75.98 19.14 .618 8.000 
9.96 70.52 19.46 .542 7.500 
16.06 58.12 25.83 .914 l.947 
37.38 54.48 8.13 .615 5.800 
28.63 55-98 15.39 .730 2.750 
3.28 57.38 39.34 .376 ,516 
14.08 61.10 24.82 .829 6.200 
8.63 59.21 32.15 .576 1.222 
10.31 80.76 8.93 .063 .462 
u.25 59.28 29.47 .468 3.800 
11.01 64.71 24.28 .311 2.250. 
3.81 67.64 28.55 .485 36.000 
2.83 88.67 8.50 .202 50.000 
3.31 78.31 18.38 .308 40.667 
7.14 72.95 19.90 .195 24.000 
6.98 74.81 18.21 .313 11.000 
7.09 73.52 l.9.38 .229 17.500 
7.28 68.08 24.64 .816 8.200 
4.92 65.15 29.92 .659 14.750 
6.13 66.65 27.23 .737 7.143 
!-' 
0 
-.J 
TABLE VII 
INTERACTION ANALYSIS RFSULTS OBTAINED FROM 
OBSERVATIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
t' t' i': i': t' t,, i': i': i': i': 
0 
... 
..., 
'ti :j 
V,..~,-f """-~"' V,..~<'\ V,..~-:t '9t..~~ ,.._~..., ,.._~ .... ~~Cl ""'g.c,,,. ,.._~~ ,.._j! 
,:: 3l &! '511.-g;~ 0 a, a, .. .. 
" 
.. G) .. j.~ .... ~Q ..., ..., ..., ..., ..., ~ ..., ..., ~ ..., s~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1n ~ &!-;:::;. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teacher I 
Visit I .oo 2.83 1.72 13.30 48.03 .12 .12 .37 16.01 J.7 .49 66.13 16.38 .370 18.50() 
Visit II .oo 1.13 5.53 10.16 37.92 .oo .ll 1.69 39.84 3.61 54-85 41.53 .442 59.000 
Combined .oo 1.94 3.71 ·u.66 42.76 .06 .12 1.06 28.45 10.25 60.25 29.51 ,403 32.000 
Teacher J 
Visit I .25 3.57 2.22 14.29 48.65 .49 .37 2.22 7.39 20.57 69.83 9.61 .410 7.000 
Visit II .oo .79 6.08 7.80 30.95 l.19 2.78 .· 3.84 23.02 23.54 49.60 26.85 .420 1.733 
Conibined .13 2.23 4.08 ll.16 40.ll .83 1.53 3.00 14.92 22.00 60.08 17.92 .414 2.730 
Teacher K 
Visit I .oo 3.69 .24 8.09 70.75 2.38 .oo 2.85 4.52 7.49 85.14 7.37 .164 1.650 
Visit II .23 3.67 5.96 14.68 47.48 .23 .oo 22.71 3.21 1.83 72.25 25.92 .514 43.000 
Combined .08 3.68 2.19 10.34 62.80 1.64 .oo · 9.63 4.07 5.56 80.74 13.70 .253 3.619 
Teacher L 
Visit I .22 1.54 10.12 15.95 6.60 .33 .oo 18.15 41.69 5.39 34.76 59.85 4.016 36.000 
Visit II .oo l.ll 10.52 19.93 ll.96 .22 .ll 8.97 41.97 5.20 43.85 50.94 2.568 35.000 
Combined .ll 1.32 10.32 17.94 9.27 .28 .06 13.58 41.83 5.30 39.29 55.41 3.092 35.500 
Teacher M 
Visit I .oo· 4.04 2.14 8.56 64.09 2.14 .00 8.32 5.23 5.47 80.98 13.56 .223 2.889 
Visit II .71 2.00 6.13 10.02 56.60 .12 .00 6.25 15.45 2.71 75.59 21.70 .333 75.000 
Combined .35· 3.02 4.14 9.30 60.33 1.12 .oo 7.28 10.36 4.09 78.27 17.64 .272 6.684 
Teacher N 
Visit I .oo 1.67 9.30 7.39 5.24 .36 .oo 23.24 44.58 8.22 23.96 67.82 3.277 30.667 
Visit II .12 1.67 7.78 ll.84 6.94 .oo .24 5..14 64.35 l.91 28.59 69.50 2.983 40.000 
Combined .06 1.67 8.54 9.61 6.09 .18 .12 14.21 54.45 5.07 26.27 68.66 3.n2 34.400 
Teacher O 
Visit I .84 6.10 8.29 23.44 29.33 .60 .12 .60 20.07 10.70 68.63 20.67 1.284 21.000 
Visit II .36 5.16 9.48 18.85 38.90 .12 .24 1.44 22.45 3.00 73.n 23.89 .870 41.667 
Combined .60 5.59 8.89 21.14 34.n .36 .18 l.02 21.26 6.85 70.87 22.28 1.045 27.889 
Teacher P 
Visit I .oo 3.71 4.19 n.38 44.91 .24 .24 1.56 21.44 12~34 64.67 22.99 .425 16.500 Visit II .oo 4.60 4.26 13.23 30.72 .35 .35 1.84 23.59 21.06 53.51 25.43 .703 12.833 b Combined .oo 4.17 4.23 12.32 37.68 .29 .29 l.70 22.54 16.78 58.98 24.24 .541 14.300 
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